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This study focuses on the system of traditional ecological knowledge (here after called 
TEK) of Hmong people living in Dong Van Karst Plateau, Ha Giang, Vietnam. During the 
period of 2016-2018, I conducted many fieldworks in this area in order to identify the adaptation 
to the rocky environment based on the TEK system of local Hmong people there. Dong Van 
Karst Plateau is well-known for the extreme harshness of its living conditions characterized by 
the severe climate and the serious shortage of farmable lands and water. Noticeably, Hmong 
group here have managed to overcome the difficulties of living on karst plateau area by 
generating a set of TEK to adapt to the rocky environment. It can be asserted that TEK 
undoubtedly is the key for the survival of Hmong community here, that can be seen in many 
aspects of their life: agriculture, constructions, rituals, traditions, and so on. 
In this study, I employ the TEK theory of Berkes (2008)1, an approach to TEK of many 
analysis levels. The research suggests that TEK is not a simple body of knowledge on rock 
resource usage and management, but also a knowledge that evolves, integrates and crystalizes in 
the social mechanisms of Hmong society. There is a 'socio-ecological linkage' araising from the 
reciprocal interactions between TEK and such social mechanisms as knowledge transmission, 
mechanism for cultural internalization, and Hmong cosmology. It is the socio-ecological linkage 
that contributes to maintaining the sustainability in the way that Hmong people utilize and 
manage the rock resource. It is important to note that in 2010, Dong Van Karst Plateau was 
designated by UNESCO as an official member of the Global Geoparks Network, a designation 
that brought about an environmental stress to the Hmong community with its restrictions on all 
exploitation and utilization activities of rock resources for the protection of the natural landscape. 
                                                          
1 Berkes, Fikret., 2008, Sacred ecology, New York: Routledge. 
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However, thanks to the socio-ecological linkage, Hmong people could adapt and overcome the 
stress in a sustainable manner. 
Finally, the research considers TEK from a 'cultural resource management' perspective 
and proposes methods to preserve and promote TEK in contemporary context.  














びるための鍵が TEK であったことは疑う余地がなく、TEK は彼らの生活の多くの面、
たとえば農業・建築・儀礼・伝統などの面で見出されるのである。 
この研究の中で、私は多くの分析レベルのコンプレックスの中で TEK にアプローチ
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Statement of Problems 
About three centuries ago, Hmong people from South China immigrated to the 
Northernmost part of Vietnam and have lived here ever since. They arrived, occupied the highest 
peaks and have actually become one of the owners of Northern mountainous regions of Vietnam. 
It appeared that Hmong group have built up a custom of occupying high areas. A lot of scholars 
have kept wondering about the special custom of residing on high areas of Hmong people. 'Why 
did Hmong people select to reside on mountain tops?' This remained as a challenging question 
which has not been fully answered until now. It is believed by Hmong people that they had to 
reside on high regions because they did lose to other ethnic groups in the competition to occupy 
living space. Hmong folklore has it that at the beginning, the ancestor of Hmong group had to 
run a race with ones of other ethnic groups to gain more favorable living spaces. Hmong 
ancestor was good and always left other competitors behind during the race. Unfortunately, 
when he almost reached the target, he fell at a mountain top, broke his legs and suffered defeat. 
'The fated fall' at the mountain top is remembered by Hmong people as a mental consolation by 
folklore to explain the destiny of an ethnic group who has to live at high regions forever 
(Nguyen Manh Tien 2014). Some scholars also assumed that the life on high peaks actually 
derived from a failure of Hmong group in occupying lower areas. By the time Hmong people 
emigrated to Vietnam, the structure of farming and living lands had all been fixed and occupied 
by other groups. As a late coming group, they had no choice but to select high areas as their 
permanent living space. On the other hand, the profound motivations which could be found in 
the Hmong culture,are also emphasized by some scholars. According to their arguments, Hmong 
people intentionally selected and were content with residing on high areas where they always 
could feel a cool weather, and in their mind, plain areas were low lands, a space of leeches, 
bloodsuckers, and threatening creepy things. In addition, living on top mountains was one effort 
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of Hmong people in order to sustain an ethnic autonomy based on the abrupt terrain. Their living 
space could be unfavorable for living and farming; however, they could achieve a considerable 
freedom on mountain tops (Nguyen Manh Tien 2014).  
Among those high regions which are the residential areas of Hmong people, the four 
mountainous districts of Dong Van Karst Plateau: Meo Vac, Dong Van, Quan Ba, Yen Minh of 
Ha Giang province are considered as the first destination in the history of the Hmong’s 
migration into Vietnam, and they account for the majority of the overall population of this area. 
It can be said that Hmong group is an important cultural subject who contributed to create an 
unique and rich culture of the karst plateau area. Dong Van Karst Plateau is famous for natural 
landscapes with towering mountain ranges and great grand canyons. However, in accompany 
with the natural beauty, this area is also well-known for the extreme harshness of living 
conditions with severe climate, the serious shortage of arable land and water, and the difficulty 
in transportation that all raise difficulties for Hmong people living there. Noticeably, Hmong 
group has managed to overcome all difficulties and makes a successful adaptation to the rocky 
environment which is at the altitude of over 1000 meters above the sea level and nearly 60% of 
terrain covered with rocks by generating traditional ecological knowledge (hereafter called 
TEK). They live in such a harsh karst environment that people here have nothing but rocks; 
'living in the rock, being buried in the rock' as a saying goes. TEK, undoubtedly is the key to the 
survival and development of Hmong community here, can be seen across almost all aspects of 
their life: from features of physical life such as large rocky fields on mountain sides or 'rocky 
fortresses' which are near little Hmong houses inside firm rock fences in Hmong villages, to 
expressions in spiritual life, such as the Hmong consciousness in rock spirit or Hmong 
cosmology related to rocks. They all are forceful evidence for the incessant struggle of a resilient 
ethnic group who have gradually conquered, or more precisely, adapted to the extreme 
environment. Considering this an interesting issue, I decided to choose the TEK of Hmong 
people in Dong Van Karst Plateau as the research subject for my Doctoral dissertation: 'The 
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socio-ecological linkages for sustainability: a research on traditional ecological knowledge of 
Hmong people living in Dong Van Karst Plateau, Ha Giang, Vietnam'. To conclude the holistic 
introductive section, I aim at solving the research questions to be mentioned in the next part. 
1.2. Objectives of the research 
The research on the TEK of Hmong people in Dong Van Karst Plateau was conducted 
with a view to identify the adaptation to the rocky environment based on the TEK. Also, the 
research focuses on the 'socio-ecological linkage' which arose during the interaction between 
TEK and social mechanisms including mechanism for knowledge transmission, mechanism for 
cultural internalization, and Hmong cosmology. TEK as well as three social mechanisms makes 
a contribution to maintain the sustainability in the rock resource usage and management of 
Hmong people in the karst plateau.  
The research questions are as follows. 
1) How can Hmong people in Dong Van area adapt to the rocky environment? 
2) What is the linkage between TEK and Hmong social mechanisms in the usage and 
management of the rock resource?  
1.3. Literature Review 
1.3.1. What is 'Traditional ecological knowledge'? 
There has been a rich history of the research on TEK. The earliest investigationswere in 
the fields of ethnobiology (species identiﬁcations and classiﬁcation) and proceeded to human 
ecology with studies on considerations of peoples’ understandings of ecological processes and 
their relationships with the environment (Berkes 2008). Afterwards, the interest in TEK had 
been growing in 1980s-1990s and it had developed "as a field of study, complete with theory, 
research approaches, models and potential applications" (McGregor 2004: 77). Surprisingly, 
until now, there has been no universal accepted definition of the term TEK, and a lot of scholars 
made every effort to define TEK in their own way.  
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Johnson (1992)suggested that TEK is the set of knowledge accumulated by many 
generations of living in close contact with nature. TEK includes many aspects such as the 
system of classification, empirical observations about the environment, and a system of self-
management that governs resource use. TEK varies among community members that depends on 
factors like gender, age, social status, intellectual capability, and profession, and so on. TEK has 
its roots firmly in the past, but it is cumulative and dynamic. It can base upon the experience of 
earlier generations and adapting to the new changes of the present. 
Hunn (1993) also considered TEK as a valuable source of knowledge/ information 
relevant to natural resource conservation and the preservation of ecological integrity. Especially, 
he emphasized that TEK somewhat can provide insight into human-environment relationship 
that modern science maybe cannot provide. Nakashima (1993) simply defined TEK as the 
knowledge of local people about their natural environment.Berkes (1993), a leading researcher 
on TEK studies, suggested that TEK is a cumulative body of knowledge that was handed down 
through generations by the mechanism of cultural transmission. TEK is about the relationship 
between human beings with one another and with their environment. Berkes emphasized that 
TEK is an attribute of societies with historical continuity in resource use practices. Furthermore, 
Berkes (1993) analyzed the semantics of TEK and in his perspective, the term TEK was 
regarded as an ambiguous term. The word 'traditional' in dictionary sense referred to the cultural 
continuity transmitted in the form of social attitudes, beliefs, principles of behavior and practice 
derived from historical experience. Nevertheless, the fact that human societies changed through 
time made it difficult to define how much and what kind of change would have an influence on 
the practice labelled as traditional. As a result, a lot of scholars refrained from using the term 
'traditional' and preferred to use the term 'indigenous' or 'local' because they were less 
controversial. Also, the term 'ecological knowledge' posed definitional problems of its own. The 
term 'ecology' was defined narrowly as a branch of biology under the viewpoint of Western 
science. If ecological knowledge was defined broadly to refer to the knowledge of relationships 
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of living beings with one another and with their environment, then the term TEK would be 
tenable. 
Menzies  (2006) demonstrated TEK in the same way as Johnson and Berkes. He agreed 
that TEK is the knowledge and beliefs that indigenous peoples hold of their environments that is 
handed down through the generations, however, he supposed that TEK is in accompany with the 
typical attributes such as cumulative and long-term, dynamic, historical, local, holistic, 
embedded, and moral and spiritual.  
Berkes (2008: 7) inherited his own definition in 1993 and supplemented it as"a 
cumulative body of knowledge, practice, and belief, evolving by adaptive processes and handed 
down through generations by cultural transmission, about the relationship of living beings 
(including humans) with one another and with their environment".This definition can be 
considered as a significant evolvement in comparison with the definitions from his earlier works. 
It is more comprehensive since Berkes considered TEK as a dynamic process, building on 
experience and adapting to changes. It is an attribute of societies with historical continuity in 
resource use on a particular land. TEK here referred to the ways of knowing (process), as well as 
to information (knowledge as the thing known). 
McGregor (2008) offered a different way to discuss about TEK by studying TEK under 
the viewpoint of semantics. He supposed that the use of the term TEK derived from Western 
academia, rather than from aboriginal communities themselves. A large number of aboriginal 
groups even raised objections to the use of the term TEK to describe their knowledge system 
since this term tended to connote a false homogeneity of knowledge across the diverse cultures 
of aboriginal people. Each of the words 'traditional', 'ecological', and 'knowledge' had their own 
limitations. The word 'traditional' usually implied that the knowledge was static and confined to 
the understanding gained in the old days while knowledge, in fact, continually evolves and 
expands. The word 'ecological' restricts TEK to a field of study defined by Western scholars, 
meanwhile native people simply consider TEK as a holistic form of knowledge covering all 
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areas of human existence. The use of the word 'knowledge' was also problematic since native 
people are inclined to describe TEK as more of a 'way of life' than something to be described or 
written down. However, McGregor admitted that the search for alternate terms for TEK is 
difficult because other terms such as traditional knowledge, indigenous knowledge, naturalized 
knowledge system, and so on all had their own problem and tended to limit TEK in some ways. 
As a result, TEK continued to be the most widely used and recognized term. 
It is worth mentioning that TEK is approached in the correlation with scientific 
knowledge (Western knowledge or modern knowledge) by a lot of researchers such as Agrawal 
(1995a), Grange (2004), Tinnaluck (2004),Mazzocchi (2006), and Bohensky (2013). There is a 
vast body of literature on such comparisons between Western science and TEK, which has 
identified various characteristics and opposing views.Berkes (1993) compared TEK and 
scientific knowledge in nine issues: TEK is mainly qualitative (as opposed to quantitative); TEK 
has an intuitive component (as opposed to being purely rational); TEK is holistic (as opposed to 
reductionist); In TEK, mind and matter are considered together (as opposed to a separation of 
mind and matter); TEK is moral (as opposed to supposedly value-free); TEK is spiritual (as 
opposed to mechanistic); TEK is based on empirical observations and accumulation of facts by 
trial-and-error (as opposed to experimentation and systematic, deliberate accumulation of fact); 
TEK is based on data generated by resource users themselves (as opposed to that by a 
specialized cadre of researchers); TEK is based on diachronic data, i.e., long time-series on 
information on one locality (as opposed to synchronic data, i.e., short time-series over a large 
area). 
Studley (1998) recapitulated the work of many previous studies, then provided the very 
detailed comparison between TEK and modern knowledge as the table 1.1 shown:  
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Table 1.1. The comparison between Traditional knowledge and Modern knowledge 
Traditional knowledge Criteria Modern knowledge 
Epistemology (Knowledge) 
Generated through observations and 
experiments of uses and by 





Learned in abstract manner, not 
always linked to application and from 
the separation of the observer from 
the object of knowledge 
Intuitive and subjective Basis of cognition Analytical and objective 
Usually recorded and transmitted orally, 




Transmitted deductively through 
written word 
holistic, subjective, 
experiential ,embedded & integrated in 




integrated in the 
social, cultural and 
moral dimension 
reductionist, objective, positivist, 
disembodied compartmentalized - 
convergent - homogeneous 
Cosmology (The Universe) 
 Views all matter as having life force, 
including inanimate forms - Animistic 
 View of Life Forces  recognizes only plants and animals as 
having life force separation between 
God and man 
 ecological – based on worldviews 
which emphasis social and spiritual 
relations between life forms 
 Perception of 
Nature & life forms 
hierarchically organized and, 
vertically compartmentalized – the 
environment is reduced to 
conceptually discrete components 
spiritual explanations of environmental 





explanations derived through testing 
of hypotheses, using theories and 
laws of nature 
shaped by the ecological system in 
which it is located 
Basis of relationship 
with nature 
predicated on man's ability to 
dominate nature 
a finite good Nature of 
knowledge as a good 
infinite good 
Sees all entities in a relational context View of Universe instrumentalism (views everything as 
sources of gratification) 
stresses inter-dependency and equality 
of all life-forms 
Equality between 
Life forms 
sees humans (especially Western 
men) as superior life-form, with an 
inherent right to control and exploit 
nature 
Ontology (Self) 
predicated on group values or 'holism' Basis of self-worth predicated on individualistic values – 
nothing but the sum of a biological 
core and behavioral surfaces – the 
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product of random genetic activity – 
identity and significance are derived 
from economic production or 
consumption 
A phenomena to be rejected or 
integrated into worldview Technology 
View of Technology A measure of civilization or 
backwardness 
Context 
diachronic – based on a long time series 
in one locality 
Dealing with 
phenomenological 
change over time 
synchronic – based on short time 
series over a large area 
time is measured cyclically Time measurement Time is linear 
bound by time and space, social 
conceptuality and moral factors validity 
Contextual superior on the basis of universal 
validity  




values mobility and weakens local 
context 
Accountability 




not usually associated with a system 
of social accountability except 
theoretical physicists in their role as 
'high priests of science' 
(Source: adapted from Studley 1998) 
As we can see, TEK is very different to scientific knowledge in the viewpoint of many 
scholars from the mean of knowledge acquisition, knowledge transmission, to social 
accountability. Remarkably, meanwhile there are plenty of studies attempting to draw clear 
distinctions between TEK and scientific knowledge, some others viewed this task as 
unnecessary and even a little bit ridiculous (Agrawal 1995b) since two systems constitute 
different paths to knowledge, but they are rooted in the same reality. TEK and scientific 
knowledge should not be considered as competing systems but they can learn from each other 
(Mazzocchi 2006), supplement reciprocally and work together co-intelligently. 
Also, studies on other subtopics of TEK should be mentioned. In general, TEK has 
become a field of study which attracted scholarattention. Many researchers were much more 
concerned with TEK under the viewpoint of the usage and management of natural resources like 
forest (e.g. Redford et al. 1992, Thomson 2000, Charnley 2008, Si 2016,Boero 2017); mountain 
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(e.g. Ramakrishnan 2000); flora and fauna (e.g. Berkes 2000, Phuthego 2004, Brown 2018); 
fisheries (e.g. Palsson 2000, Susan 2000), and so on. 
So far, I reviewed the studies of TEK of leading scholars in the world. These studies 
contributed to build up my theoretical background on TEK and applied them into my own 
research.  
1.3.2. The study of traditional ecological knowledge in Vietnam 
In Vietnam, the topic of TEK has drawn the considerable attention from researchers, 
especially anthropologists. In general, researchers focus on describing the TEK of ethnic 
minorities in terms of adapting to natural environment as well as managing and preserving 
natural resources. It is noteworthy while the term ecological knowledge is rarely employed 
byalmost all Vietnamese anthropologists in their studies, other such as terms as local knowledge, 
indigenous knowledge, aboriginal knowledge, and so on are more favored. However, the 
contents of TEK are denoted in their studies. In this investigation, the term 'traditional ecological 
knowledge' which emphasizesthe historical and cultural continuity of ecological knowledge as 
well as the relationship between people and natural environment is adopted. Among the studies 
of TEK in Vietnam, the most prominent ones are studies of TEK in the management of the 
forest resource since Vietnam ethnic groups primarily reside in highland forestall and 
mountainous areas (e.g. Pham Quoc Hung 2009, Nguyen Tien Hai 2009, Nguyen Van Bac 2014, 
Nguyen Thi Quynh Phuong 2016, Nguyen Ngoc Thanh 2016, etc.). In addition, the studies on 
other aspects of TEK shouldalso be of concern such as the role of TEK in protecting water 
resource of Thai group (Vi Van An 2008), Muong group (Mai Van Tung 2009); the study of 
using TEK to cope with the climate changes (Nguyen Cong Thao 2017); the studies of 
aboriginal of ethnic group in medicinal plants and folk remedies (e.g. Nguyen Thi Quy 1998, 
Nguyen Thuong Hai 2016, Le Thi Thanh Huong 2016); or using TEK in agricultural cultivation 
(e.g. Hoang Xuan Ty 1998, Nguyen Truong Giang 2017). 
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As for the topic of TEK of Hmong people in Ha Giang province in particular, there are 
some studies which more or less focus on the Hmong TEK; however, their emphasis is chiefly 
on the field of agriculture. The earliest research was conducted by Nguyen Anh Ngoc (1980) on 
cultivating corn plant of Hmong people which presented ecological knowledge of agriculture in 
rocky terrain. Afterwards, 'farming on rock' of Hmong people in Dong Van Karst Plateau was 
further surveyed by Hoang Thi Le Thao (2013), Nguyen Thi Thu Huyen (2015), FAO (2015). It 
was unfortunate that these studies narrowed the scope of TEK and primarily stressed the system 
of aboriginal knowledge and experience related to the agricultural production. To some extent, 
TEK, considered as a body of empirical experience only,is described, yet not related to other 
social aspects of Hmong community in the karst plateau. It is this fact that reinforces my 
determination to conduct a systematic and comprehensive research on TEK of Hmong people. 
1.3.3. The study of Hmong group in Vietnam 
Vietnam is a multiethnic nation; therefore, Vietnamese ethnic minorities have been a 
fertile land for researching which has attracted the interest of researchers. Hmong people are a 
group who has a great influence among the community of ethnic minorities in Vietnam, so that 
they have been especially studied with a vast body of researches across different aspects. Several 
most prominent works focusing on this ethnic group in Vietnam would be reviewed in this 
section.  
To begin with, the overview of study which illustrate the culture of Hmong people in 
almost every aspect is provided; for example, the research conducted by Cu Hoa Van (1994) 
focused on such big categories of Hmong group as living area, historical origin, traditional 
economy, physical and spiritual culture, and social relationships. Likewise, Tran Huu Son 
(1996), Hoang Viet Quan (2004), Vu Quoc Khanh et al. (2005, 2013) offered such similar 
overview researches on Hmong group. Noticeably, aside from these studies, there is a vast body 
of researches on various specific areas of Hmong group such as the issue of immigration (Dau 
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Tuan Nam 2013), Hmong folklore (e.g. Le Trung Vu 1975a, 1994, 1998; Nguyen Manh Tien 
2014; Hoang Thi Thuy 2017), agriculture (e.g. Diep Dinh Hoa 1998, Nguyen Thuy Hoa 2006, 
Nguyen Truong Giang 2017), Hmong cuisine (Le Si Giao 2017), traditional Hmong village 
(Ngo Ngoc Thang 2002), costumes (Diep Trung Binh 2005) or even the image of the horses in 
Hmong culture (Vu Thi Trang, 2014), and so on. 
Remarkably, there has been a considerable number of studies on Hmong people in Ha 
Giang in particular. Le Duy Dai (2004) in the book Ethnic minorities in Ha Giang gavea general 
introduction about Hmong group in aspects like: history, production, art, rituals, and so on; 
meanwhileHung Dinh Quy (2003, 2005) examined the traditional arts of Hmong people in Ha 
Giang. Hmong fairy tales are collected and analyzed by researchers like Le Trung Vu (1975b), 
Duong Thi Phuonget al. (2014) collected and studied.  
In summary, three main topics: TEK, TEK in Vietnam, and Hmong people in Vietnam 
have been covered in this literature review. On one hand, there is a research gap for the theme of 
my research,so the findings of this study would hopefully contribute to supplement the 
understanding of Hmong group in Vietnam. On the other hand, the review of previous studies 
helps to complete the theoretical framework for my research which would be illustrated in the 
following section.  
1.4. Theoretical Framework 
When it comes to TEK analysis, there have been a great of number theories which 
suppose that TEK should be considered at multiple layers of levels. Lewis (1993) claims that 
TEK begins with knowledge at the level of taxonomic systems and then proceeds to the 
knowledge of processes or functional relationship. Orlove and Brush (1996) develop the system 
of three levels of TEK including indigenous environmental knowledge, management practices 
and religious beliefs about rituals uses of plants and animals. The theory of TEK developed by 
Fikret Berkes (2008), which is the most comprehensive from my point of view, is adapted in this 
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research. Berkes (1993, 1999, 2008) studied TEK in the complex of four interrelated levels 
(Figure 1.1):  
1) Local and empirical knowledge on species identification and taxonomy, life histories, 
distributions, and behavior.  
2) The resource management system includes an appropriate set of practices, tools, and 
techniques.  
3) Social institutions: sets of rules-in-use, norms and codes of social relationships. 
4) Worldview shapes environmental perception and gives meaning to observations of the 
environment.  
 
(Berkes 2008: 17) 
Figure 1.1. Levels of analysis in TEK and management systemsof Fikret Berkes  
The above figure illustrates four levels of the analysis as many concentric ellipses. The 
local and empirical knowledge is encompassed by the management system. The institutional 
level envelops the management system and all three levels are embedded within a largest ellipse 
– the worlview or belief system.  
In my research, I apply the argument of Berkes that we should study traditional 
ecological knowledge in multiple levels. However, levels of TEK analysis would be differently 
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determined and sorted since the focus of the study is not only on TEK and resource management 
only but it is also on the linkage between TEK and social mechanisms in Hmong society. As a 
result, my own theoretical framework would be adopted as the figure 1.2 shown.  
 
Figure 1.2. The socio-ecological linkage between TEK and social mechanisms 
(Source: created by the author) 
The figure 1.2 illustrates the socio-linkage between traditional ecological knowledge and 
social mechanisms in the adaptation to the rocky environment of Hmong people. The circle of 
TEK includes two part: the body of TEK and the management of rock resources, meanwhile, the 
triangle indicates three level of social mechanisms. I do not use the ellipses like Berkes to show 
the level of mechanisms but use a triangle including three levels to show the hierarchy of the 
integration of TEK into social mechanisms from the low level to higher levels. In this discussion, 
I focus on three mechanisms: the lowest level is the knowledge transmission, the higher is the 
rituals and traditions (cultural internalization), and the highest one is the worldview. In each 
level, the integration of TEK is different but the higher level is, the more TEK is integrated and 
crystallized. We can see that, there is a reciprocal interaction between TEK and social 
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mechanisms. TEK is not merely the body of empirical knowledge or resources management but 
it can evolve and integrate into components of Hmong society. TEK here plays the important 
role that orients and assigns the establishment and development of social mechanisms. These 
social mechanisms were born because of TEK. TEK requires special social mechanisms which 
must be appropriate to it and play the role as means to sustain and preserve TEK.As a result, 
such social mechanisms as knowledge transmission, rituals and traditions, worldview and 
cultural values are established which clearly bear the crystallized values of TEK. In other words, 
TEK and resource management based on TEK contribute to build up social mechanisms in 
Hmong society. On the other hand, social mechanisms contain and preserve TEK by many 
different modes. The mechanism of knowledge transmission ensures that the ecological 
knowledge can be transmitted from the generation to the next while mechanism of cultural 
internalization (rituals and traditions) makes people can remember TEK signals by repeatedly 
practicing rituals and traditions related to TEK, and finally, the worldview and cultural values 
sanctify and raise TEK up to an important position in the system of Hmong beliefs. The socio-
ecological linkage between stakeholders is necessary for Hmong people to adapt to environment 
in a sustainable manner.  
1.5. Scope of the research 
This research focuses on the TEK of Hmong people living in Dong Van Karst Plateau, 
Ha Giang province, Vietnam. Further attention would be paid to the area of Dong Van district, 
since this area is considered as the center of the karst plateau. As for study village, fieldworks 
were mainly conducted at an ethnic village named Lung Hoa B, a village of White Hmong 
people, located in Sa Phin commune, Dong Van district. In fact, the research area was extended 
to neighbor villages of Lung Hoa B and other village located near the Dong Van town as well as 
some villages in Meo Vac district.  
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The research was carried out during the period of 2016-2018; nevertheless, issues of the 
research subject in the old days are also included with material sources and information 
collected from local people.  
1.6. Research methods 
In August 2016, I had a chance to have a conversation with Dr. Tran Huu Son, one of the 
leading researchers on the culture of ethnic minorities in Vietnam, especially Hmong group, to 
ask for his advice about the theme of my Doctoral research. In our conversation, Dr. Son 
mentioned the 'rock culture' (the word used by him) of Hmong people living in Dong Van area, 
in Ha Giang province, Vietnam, which struck my curiosity and interest. Right after talking with 
Dr. Son, I went to Dong Van karst plateau, Ha Giang and stayed there for a week to find out the 
life of Hmong people 'living on rock'. Dong Van area very much surprised me because of its 
grandiose natural landscapes at first glance. Noticeably, I paid more attention to the life of local 
people, and from my first impression did I wonder how Hmong people here could survive in an 
area where had a with extreme living conditions like Dong Van area. Through the initial survey, 
I was really attracted by the way that they could adapt to the rocky environment and came up 
with the decision of selecting TEK of Hmong people here as the theme for my Doctoral 
dissertation. Coming back to Hanoi, I spent time reading materials related to Hmong people and 
the karst plateau in Ha Giang at Hanoi National Library and the library of Vietnam Academy of 
Social Sciences to perceive the overview knowledge. I officially conducted the anthropological 
fieldwork in Dong Van area in September 2016. At first, I stayed in Ha Giang city for one week 
to exploit materials at the library of Ha Giang province and Ha Giang Museum. Remarkably, I 
met and talked to researchers on Hmong people there such as Mr. Hung Dinh Quy whose works 
on Hmong people in Ha Giang like his collection of Hmong folk songs are famous, and Mrs. 
Duong Thi Phuong, who is an expert in Hmong fairy tales. These talks brought me an insight 
into Hmong culture and a basic understanding of Hmong cosmology. I also took a chance to 
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visit Department of Culture, Sport, and Tourism of Ha Giang province and Management Board 
of Dong Van Karst Plateau Geopark to collect materials related to the policy making of the 
government in Dong Van area. 
In the period of 2016-2018, I conducted total four fieldworks in Dong Van area including 
the summer break in 2016, Spring break and Summer break in 2017, and an additional fieldwork 
in May-July 2018. The main research area for my research was the area of Sa Phin commune, 
Dong Van, Ha Giang. According to the recommendation from the staff of the Division of 
Culture and Information of Dong Van District People's Committee, this area was rich in 
traditional Hmong culture, and the vestige of Vuong Chinh Duc's family, the Hmong Lord of 
overall Dong Van area in the past. As for study village, I chose Lung Hoa B village which had 
the largest population among 11 villages of Sa Phin commune while I also spent time studying 
at other villages. My host father was so kind-hearted that he let me stay at his house and fed me 
for months for free of charge. I tried to give him a sum of money for accommodation and food 
but he never accepted. He even said that I could stay at his house as long as I wanted. My host 
father and his family also helped me so much in collecting materials. It was him who took me to 
every household of the village and introduced me to villagers, which made my task much easier. 
In addition, he worked for Sa Phin commune People's Committee and often paid a visit to 
villages in the commune to propagandize or conduct a population census; sometimes, I took a 
chance to ask him to take me along to go to other villages in order to collect materials. 
On the first days at the village, I mainly walked around the village, took pictures, drew 
the map of village and got acquainted with villagers. In general, they all were kind and warmly 
welcomed me. After a while, I started to conduct interviews with them and followed them to the 
field, the garden to observe their work, and sometimes helped them to do work to gain practical 
experiences. Normally, the conversation focused on important questions; however, I broadened 
the topic by making marginal questions and let them tell the stories as much as they wanted. 
After interviews on day time, I noted and recapitulated all information at nights. Villagers at 
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Lung Hoa B often went to sleep very early. By around 8:00pm, almost all households had 
already turned off the light and the village sank in darkness, so it was impossible to collect any 
material at night. While I spent much time staying and studying Lung Hoa B village, I 
sometimes borrowed a motorbike from my host family to visit other villages in the commune 
and go to Dong Van town, Meo Vac district. Another concern of mine during the doing 
fieldwork here was drinking corn wine. Hmong men liked drinking corn wine so much that on 
some occasions, I came to meet them for an interview, but they invited me to drink corn wine 
with them, so I got drunk and totally forgot the plan. Fortunately, this situation rarely happened, 
and I managed to finish conducting fieldworks without any troubles. 
1.7. Outline of the Dissertation 
This dissertation is organized as follows. 
Chapter 2 provides an overview statement of the research area and research object. In 
this chapter, a detailed introduction about Dong Van Karst Plateau, which brings about the 
general understanding about the research area in different aspects: location, terrain, climate, 
people, and so on. Remarkably, the designation of Dong Van Karst Plateau in 2010 by 
UNESCO is emphasized as a considerable change of this area, which has a great influence on 
the life of local people. The next part would illustrate the Hmong people here in main points, 
and the description about the study village, Lung Hoa B village ends the chapter. 
Chapter 3 focuses on the TEK of Hmong people which is expressed in many aspects of 
physical Hmong life. The chapter begins with the taxonomy of rocks generated by local people, 
then comes to the application of TEK in agricultural production, constructive activities, and 
TEK applied in daily life. Finally, the mode of management of the rock resource here is 
explained. 
Chapter 4 provides understanding about social mechanisms behind TEK which includes 
the mechanism for knowledge transmission, the mechanism for cultural internalization, and 
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Hmong worldview. It is noteworthy that the linkage between TEK and social mechanisms and 
its contribution to the usage and management of the rock resource are also analyzed. 
Chapter 5 illustrates the real situation of TEK in the contemporary period. The changes 
in many aspects of TEK and, especially, dangers of TEK at present are put under emphasis and 
analysis. 
Chapter 6 brings the conclusions to all discussions of the study. Also, there is a 
discussion about TEK under the perspective of cultural resource and the link between TEK and 




CHAPTER 2  
THE SETTINGS 
The chapter offers the general introduction about the research subject. Firstly, it is 
significant to briefly illustrate the Dong Van Karst Plateau and Hmong group there that brings 
about the main background knowledge for readers. Secondly, the detailed description of Lung 
Hoa B village, which was selected as the main study village for this research is provided.  
2.1. Dong Van Karst Plateau Geopark 
The statement about Dong Van Karst Plateau below is recapitulated from many sources, 
mainly from the official webpages of UNESCO, Management Board of Dong Van Karst Plateau 
Geopark and some written materials about Dong Van Karst Plateau. 
2.1.1. Location 
 
(Source: created by the author) 
Figure 2.1. Dong Van Karst Plateau Geopark, districts, and administrative centers 
Viewing from the map, Dong Van Karst Plateau locates in the North - west mountainous 
region of Vietnam. It covers a large area of 2380 km2 from the latitude of 23000'-23023' North 
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and from longitude of 105005'- 105032 East, that belongs to the four administrative districts of 
Ha Giang province including Dong Van (460 km2), Meo Vac (577,6 km2) Yen Minh (785,2 
km2), and Quan Ba (557,2 km2) (Pham Viet Ha et al., 2013:13). With the altitude varies from 
174m to 2265m above the sea level, Dong Van Karst Plateau shares border with China in the 
North and the East; with Vi Xuyen district (Ha Giang) in the East, and is bounded by Bac Me 
district (Ha Giang) and Bao Lam district (cao Bang) in the South. This area plays an important 
position in the socio-economic development strategy of Ha Giang province in particular and Vietnam 
in general. 
On October 3rd, 2010, in Lesvos (Greece), Dong Van Karst Plateau was designated by 
the UNESCO Global Geoparks Council as one official member of Global Geoparks Network. 
This event was the significant hallmark to not only local residents of Dong Van plateau but also 
Vietnamese people since it has become the first geo-park in Vietnam at that time1. Nowadays, 
Dong Van Karst plateau Geopark is the 77th member in the network of total 140 UNESCO 
Global Geoparks in 38 countries. According to UNESCO, a global geopark must be a single, 
unified geographical area where sites and landscapes of international geological importance are 
controlled with a holistic notion of preservation, education and sustainable development. The 
Global Geopark will use its heritage to enhance the awareness and knowledge about crucial 
issues facing society in the context of the dynamic planet human beings all live on, mitigating 
the effects of climate change and reducing the impact of natural disasters. Thanks to the raising 
awareness of the significant of the geological heritage of the area in history and society, the 
Global Geopark offer local people a sense of pride in their region and strengthen their 
identification with the area. The creation of innovative local enterprises, new occupations, and 
high quality training courses is stimulated as new sources of revenue are generated via 
sustainable geo-tourism, while the geological resources of the area are protected (UNESCO). 
                                                          
1 In April 12th, 2018, 'Non Nuoc Cao Bang UNESCO Global Geopark' located in Cao Bang province, Vietnam 
became the second geopark designated by UNESCO in Vietnam.  
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Dong Van Karst Plateau deserved to officially become a global geopark because it satisfied 
many criterions assigned by UNESCO, namely: 
1) To be representative of important periods of the Earth history, including geologic, 
geomorphologic and life processes. 
2) To be typical for ecological and biological processes that are happening in evolution 
and development of many kinds of topographies, flora and fauna.  
3) To consist of natural landscapes that are unique and prominent. 
4) To be the important and typical natural residence that preserves rare and valuable 
flora and fauna. 
(Tran Viet Khanh 2016: 98-99) 
According to scientists, Dong Van Karst Plateau contains prominent values on many 
aspects such as landscape, paleobiology, geology, geomorphology, unique local culture, and so on. 
2.1.2. Geological values 
In Dong Van Karst Plateau, scientists from Viet Nam Institute of Geosciences and 
Natural Resources and Vietnam Geological Museum defined 139 Geo-heritage places that 
belong to some following types (La The Phuc et al., 2011: 46): 
Paleontology 
Paleontologists determined over 1000 (fossil) species of 120 races, especially 25 species 
of 23 races that were discovered for the first time in Dong Van Karst Plateau, for instance: 
Brachiopod, Trilobite, Gastropod, Foraminifera, Cephalopod, Crinoid, Tentacle, Conodont, 
Spirulina, Bryozoans, Ancient Crustacean, Chitinozoa, and so on. The paleontology groups have 
helped scientists draw a complete picture of development history in terms of geology of Dong 
Van Karst Plateau. 
Geomorphology 
Geomorphological geo-heritages in Dong Van Karst Plateau include topographic 
landscapes, canyons, and caves.
International level such as the system of valleys in Nho Que river, Tu San canyon 
folds in Ma Pi Leng, Quan Ba and many other places. 
landscape, called 'Co Tien double mountain'
This landscape was established from the process of breaking, leaching and eroding two tops of 
the mountains over million years that created s
karst evolution has created 'rock gardens' and 'rock forests' of diverse forms, such as 'Khau Vai 
rock garden' (Meo Vac) where you can contemplate the peaks of rocks in the shape of different 
kinds of flowers, 'Lung Pu rock garden' (Meo Vac) with tiger and dragon
Chai rock garden' (Dong Van) with round flagstones arranged like black sea lions. A system of 
caves found in the Dong Van Plateau provides a proof of the evolution of karst with Dr
Cave in Sang Tung (Dong Van), Kho My Cave in Tung Vai (Quan Ba), En Cavern in Van Chai 
(Dong Van) ... 
Figure 2.2. 'Co Tien double mountain'
 
 
 A lot ofgeoheritages have been ranked in National level
Quan Ba district has a very impressive 
, which looked similar to breasts of a young girl. 
urprisingly balanced mountains. In addition, 
-shaped rocks, 'Van 
 in Quan Ba district (Source: Nguyen Phu Xuyen 2018)
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Remarkably, scientist evaluations suggest that Dong Van Karst Plateau possesses a 
unique and diverse geo-ecosystem. At present, Dong Van area has two Nature Reserves 
preserving many endangered species of rare fauna and flora. Undamaged primitive forests here 
are home to a great number of rare floral species such as Burretiodendron hsienmu, Taxus 
Wallichiana Zucc, Amentotaxus hatuyenensis, Cephalotaxus hainanensis, Podocarpus pilgeri 
Foxw… and over 40 species of orchids. On the other hand, Dong Van Karst Plateau also has a 
rich diversity of fauna with over 50 species of wild rare animals, birds and reptiles like 
Capriconrnis sumatraensis, Rhinopithecus avunculus, Sus cristatus, and so forth. Noticeably, the 
discovery of Rhinopithecus avunculus has a great significance for Dong Van Karst Plateau since 
this species is ranked in the list of 25 most endangered primates in the world. The diverse 
ecosystem is truly a precious heritage of Dong Van Karst Plateau. 
2.1.3. Cultural values 
According to the statistics from census conducted by the government in 2009, the total 
population of Dong Van Karst Plateau is 253,864 people with 51,256 households including 17 
ethnic minorities. 
Table 2.1. Population and households of districts in Dong Van Karst Plateau in 2009 (Person) 
District Population Household 
Dong Van 63,897 13,333 
Meo Vac 63,359 13,421 
Yen Minh 76,762 14,821 
Quan Ba 43,846 9,681 
Total 253,864 51,256 
Source: Nguyen Xuan Truong 2011: 25-26 
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The community of these ethnic groups have resided in Dong Van Karst Plateau for 
hundreds of years and created numerous cultural values in many aspects of their life that were 
highly evaluated by UNESCO aside from geological and ecological values of Dong Van Karst 
Plateau Global Geopark. 
Table 2.2. Households of ethnic groups in Dong Van Karst Plateau in 2009 (Person, %) 
 Ethnic 
groups 
Total Percentage Districts 
Dong Van Meo Vac Yen 
Minh 
Quan Ba 
1 Hmong 33983 66.30 11121 10107 7544 5211 
2 Tay 4299 8.39 456 541 2123 1179 
3 Dao 3992 7.79 104 690 1975 1223 
4 Kinh 2929 5.71 643 654 914 718 
5 Giay 2401 4.68 210 879 1108 204 
6 Nung 2001 3.90 62 289 873 777 
7 Hoa 726 1.42 394 33 122 177 
8 Lo Lo 296 0.58 114 180 2 0 
9 Co Lao 242 0.47 133 12 94 3 
10 Bo Y 173 0.34 1 2 8 162 
11 Pu Peo 96 0.19 64 3 29 0 
12 San Chay 51 0.10 15 15 10 11 
13 Other 
groups 
67 0.13 16 16 19 16 
Total   51256 100 13333 13421 14821 9681 
 (Source: Nguyen Xuan Truong 2011: 28) 
2.2. Hmong people in Dong Van Karst Plateau 
2.2.1. History of Hmong people in Vietnam  
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Historically, Hmong people used to settle in Huang He valley (China); however, they 
were obliged to migrate to the Southern countries due to many reasons. According to some 
materials, Hmong people migrated to Vietnam in three primary stages: 
The first stage was over 300 years ago when they migrated from Guizhou (China) to 
Dong Van (Vietnam). At that time, Hmong people in Guizhou struggled against the policy of 
Qing dynasty, which wanted to abrogate the system of Hmong chieftain and replace by Han 
mandarins, but suffered defeat. For this reason, Dong Van had become the first place for the 
migration of Hmong to Vietnam. 
The second stage happened nearly 300 years ago when Hmong people arrived in 
Vietnam through two routes: The first route was to Dong Van (Ha Giang) and the second one 
was to Si Ma Kai (Lao Cai). The majority of Hmong people migrated to Vietnam at this time 
came from Guizhou, Yunnan, and Guangxi (China). 
The third stage was over 200 years ago and was the biggest migration of Hmong people 
to Vietnam. They arrived in Ha Giang, Lao Cai and some North-west provinces (Le Duy Dai, 
Trieu Duc Thanh 2004). 
We can see that history of Hmong immigration in Vietnam was imprinted deeply by the 
hardness and painfulness of an ethnic group who had to go into exile as a Hmong proverb said that: 
"The raven has no perch 
Hmong people have no homeland" 
(Le Trung Vu 1994: 22) 
Up to now, Hmong people in Vietnam always bear in their mind the memory about the 
land of their ancestors in Guizhou (China).This fact can be shown in following Hmong folk song:  
"Hmong people came from Guizhou 
Because Hmong people did not know how to write 
We failed in a suit to Han people, therefore, we have to leave the homeland" 
(Doan Thanh 1984: 22) 
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From South China, Hmong people arrived in Vietnam via various routes and those all 
were arduous journeys for the pursuit of freedom and fairness. When they came to Vietnam, 
other ethnic groups had already occupied lowland and midland regions, as a result, Hmong 
people had no other choice but to reside on high area where the natural environment is not so 
advantageous for living. They often had to confront to the difficulty of sloping terrain, the 
limitation of cultivated area as well as the lack of water for cultivation and daily needs. 
Nevertheless, they made every effort to overcome all difficulties and survived on such a harsh 
environment. After hundreds years sustaining a strong attachment to this rocky plateau, they 
actually considered this area as the second homeland. Hmong people in Dong Van always 
nurture a belief that:  
"Fish swim in the water 
Birds fly on the sky, 
We live on highland area 
A bird has a nest 
Hmong people also have the homeland 
Our homeland is Meo Vac". 
(Hmong folksong, Le Duy Dai 2004: 37) 
2.2.2. The name and classification 
In Vietnam, there are a number of ways of addressing Hmong people. In the old days, 
Hmong people in China were called as ‘Miao’ by Han people, yet when Hmong people 
immigrated into Vietnam, this name, unexpectedly, was similar to the sound which Vietnamese 
people used to call the cat (Meo). As a result, Hmong minorities have been called as ‘Meo’ since 
then. Obviously, the majority of Hmong people did not like this name so Vietnam government 
allowed Hmong people to call themselves as 'Mong' (Hmongz). However, the sound 'Hmongz' in 
Hmong language was a nasal tone that popular Vietnamese language did not have any word to 
record correctly. Consequently, scientists borrowed the consonant (Hm) to record the sound 
'Mong' as Hmong. In 1979, Vietnam government promulgated the List of ethnic groups in 
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Vietnam designated 'Hmong' as the official name of Hmong people in Vietnam2 (Le Duy Dai, 
Trieu Duc Thanh 2004). 
Hmong people in Vietnam are classified into six branches mainly distinguished by 
customs and costumes: Hmong Do (White Hmong), Hmong Du (Black Hmong), Hmong Lenh 
(Flowery Hmong), Hmong Si (Red Hmong), Hmong Dua (Green Hmong), Hmong Sua (Chinese 
Hmong). All Hmong branches have resided in Dong Van Karst Plateau and contributed to the 
unique cultural identity of this area. 
2.2.3. Brief introduction about Hmong culture in Dong Van Karst Plateau 
In Dong Van Karst Plateau, Hmong people account for the majority of total population 
and they occupy the high areas with the altitude of 800-1000m above the sea level. Their 
primary subsistence is agriculture. They mainly cultivate hilly fields for corn, rice, buckwheat 
and some kinds of vegetables, in addition, they also breed cattle and poultry. Basically, these 
agricultural products are for domestic use only. With the corn considered as the staple crop plant, 
Hmong people have made many famous dishes from it. Among them, 'men men' is the most 
popular, traditional and indispensable dish of Hmong people here. To cook men men, Hmong 
people use non glutinous corn to cook men men. They grind corn into flour, then sift and 
winnow carefully to remove corn skin before they steam corn flour two times. To eat men men, 
Hmong people usually mix men men with a pumpkin soup or mustard greens soups. 'Thang co' 
is also one of their favorite dishes. This dish features meat, bone, internal organs, etc., of cow, 
goat, pig, or horse with different kinds of spices, all of which are simmered for a long time. 
Additionally, Hmong people like drinking wine brewed from corn (Le Duy Dai, Trieu Duc 
Thanh 2004). 
Beside agricultural cultivation, Hmong people have preserved many traditional 
handicrafts, of which the most noticeable are brocade production and forging. Almost all Hmong 
                                                          
2 In this dissertation, the author will use 'Hmong' to indicate Hmong people following the official decree of Vietnam 
government: 121-TCTK/PPCD decree, promulgated on 2nd March, 1979 by General Statistics Office of Vietnam.  
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women know how to make linen costumes for their family. Since Hmong women were at their 
early age, their mothers had soon aware of teaching techniques of brocade production to their 
daughters. In addition, Hmong men always have a tendency to choose wives via sophisticated 
brocade costumes made by Hmong women. After getting married, Hmong women take the 
responsibility of making costumes for their husband and children. At present, linen costumes are 
still quite popular and Hmong people wear them in special occasions like New Year festival, 
weddings, and especially funerals because they believe that linen costumes are the signal to help 
the dead to be recognized by their ancestors when they come to the world of the dead. 
 
Figure 2.3. A Hmong girl is embroidering a dress (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2018) 
Hmong people are also skillful blacksmiths. They can forge and cast high quality 
agricultural equipment such as ploughshare, hoe, rake and knife. Strikingly, Hmong blacksmiths 
are the most well-known in casting strong iron ploughshares that can be employed to plough on 
rocky fields. 
The topography of Dong Van Karst Plateau have a deep effect on the architecture of 
Hmong house. Because of their settlement on hilly areas with harsh cold weather, the 'Trinh 
tuong' house (rammed earth house) is the most appropriate for local people here, as it can keep 
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people warm in winter and cool in summer. The structure of Hmong houses is quite identical 
following a common model that includes three compartments, two doors and at least two 
windows. Among three main compartments, the left one is the kitchen and bedroom of the 
owner, while they set the fireplace and bed for guestsat the right one. The middle one where the 
owners set the ancestral altar is living dining room. Hmong house always has an attic where corn 
and vegetables are well stored (Le Duy Dai, Trieu Duc Thanh 2004). 
In Dong Van Karst Plateau, clans of Hmong people are diverse with different branches 
such as Giang, Thao, Lau, Vu, Sung, Mua, Ly, Vang, Trang, Hang, Cu, and so on. They reside 
concentratively at separate villages scattered in hilly areas. Each village owns a specific area of 
living and cultivation that does not relate to the others'. People in Hmong villages often belong 
to different clans, among them there often is the main clan accounting for the majority of 
population while some villages even feature one single clan only. Among Hmong society, clans 
play the significant role to connect individuals with the whole community that establish the 
close and sustainable kinship among members of the clan. Hmong people believe that all clans 
originated from a common ancestor; however, there is a relative distinction among clans. 
Noticeably, Hmong clans do not uphold the rank system among members but the person who 
'see the sun earlier' will be considered as elder.  
On the other hand, Hmong people also appreciate the relationship between family 
members. Families are the cradle of forming and developing of Hmong traditional culture. 
Hmong families can be divided into two types: the first type is families which have many 
generations (3-4 generations) coexisting under the same roof; and the second one (more popular) 
is the two generation families. In Hmong patriarchal families, men are people who make the 
final decisions. They often undertake important tasks in the family, especially the worshiping 
with rituals, and represent the family to deal with social work. In order to become an adult, 
Hmong men must get married and have a child, then attend the middle name giving ritual. After 
that, their middle name would be changed, and they are to be recognized as a mature man. On 
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the contrary, Hmong women situation is an altogether different. They are at a disadvantage 
compared with men since they bear no power in the family (Le Duy Dai, Trieu Duc Thanh 2004).  
Exogamy is the main characteristic of Hmong marriage. The marriage between blood 
relations is prohibited. After the wedding ceremony, the bride has to become a daughter-in-law 
in the groom's family and the children will follow the surname of their father. An unique custom 
of Hmong marriage is the custom of 'wife pulling/wife catching'. According to Hmong custom, 
the boy will find the girl who he want to marry and kidnap her, and then keep her in his house 
for 2, 3 day. After that, the girl will become his wife no matter that she agrees or not. At present, 
this custom is not exist anymore.  
In Hmong consciousness, the world is under the administration of gods, so they believe 
in the gods with a sense of reverent awe. Even though Hmong people believe in gods, they do 
not set altar to worship gods because their gods' system is too complicated. They also believe in 
the afterworld and the return of soul to their ancestors when a Hmong person passes away.  
In the history of Hmong group in Vietnam, the emergence of a Hmong leader named 
Vuong Chinh Duc (1865-1947) with the appellation as 'Hmong Lord' in Dong Van, Ha Giang 
was a special phenomenon. In the period of late XIX and early XX century, the Hmong Lord 
established an ethnic political institution in a large domain of Dong Van where he used to 
manage over 70000 Hmong people. 
Vuong Chinh Duc used to be the leader of Hmong people in the fight against Qing army 
from China in the end of XIX century. At that time, Qing dynasty was concerned about the 
association between the uprising in South China and Hmong people in Dong Van (Vietnam), 
therefore, they committed army to Dong Van in order to wipe out the Hmong force. Vuong 
Chinh Duc was elevated to the status of leader by Hmong people. Thanks to his lucid commands, 
Hmong force drove the Qing army back to China. Afterwards, in the period of 1909-1913, 
Vuong Chinh Duc continued to lead Hmong people in Dong Van in the war against the French 
colonial and achieved a victory. The French had to sign a peace treaty with Vuong Chinh Duc in 
1913. According to the treaty, the French retreated all of their troops, approved of purchasing 
opium of Vuong Chinh Duc with very
districts (Meo Vac, Dong Van, Yen Minh, and Quan Ba) became an autonomous region under 
the rule of Vuong Chinh Duc. Owing to these great achievements, Vuong Chinh Duc went down 
in history of Hmong people in Dong Van as a great hero who protected Hmong people from the 
domination of the French colonial. S
Chinh Duc as the Lord of Hmong people. At present, in Sa Phin commune, Dong Van district, 
the old bastion of Vuong Chinh Duc namely 'Vuong family's palace' 
the Hmong Lord reign in the old days. After signing the treaty with the French in 1913,
baron Vuong Chinh Duc became very wealthy thanks to the profit from planting an
opium. In 1919, he spent a huge amount of money (about 15000 silver coins
his family. This architecture was designated to be the National heritage in 1993 by Vi
government and at present has become one of the most fam
Karst Plateau. 
Figure 2.4. Vuong family's Palace 
                                                          
3 At present, this amount of money is equivalent to 150 billion VND (6.5 million USD).
 high price, strikingly, the large area including four 
pecially, almost all people in Dong Van honored Vuong 
remains as
3) to build a palace for 
ous touristic attractions of Dong Van 
 
(Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2016)
(left) and Mr. Vuong Chinh Duc (Hmong Lord) 
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Vuong Family's Palace with an area of over 1000m2 was built during 8 years in the late 
19th and early 20th centuries. Most building workers are local Hmong people and Hui people from 
Yunnan (China). In the front of the palace, there is a gate built by stone. Surrounded the palace is 
2 stone walls with loopholes. The walls are about 60cm thick, 2.5 to 3m high with cherry and 
bamboo trees between the two walls. 
The palace includes 4 transversal houses and 6 lengthwise houses - all having two floors 
and a total of 64 rooms. The houses were built in the style of the Qing Dynasty (China). The house 
walls are made of stone, with the wood base, the wooden floor, pillars and columns. The roof is made 
with tiles and its front roof made with tube tiles decorated with the "longevity" (Tho) character. 
In main house, the horizontal lacquered board with the scripts saying "a politically 
stabled border area" (Bien chinh kha phong), presented by King Khai Dinh (1885-1925) to the 
Vuong Family in 1913 are also stored. In addition, inside the palace, there are areas of kitchen, 
cistern, storehouses of food, weapons…, especially a stone bathtub in goat milk of Vuong Chinh 
Duc. Especially, all the parts, whether made of stone or wood, are carved meticulously with 
designs of the dragon, phoenix, bat… which represent for prosperity and longevity of a family of 
high rank.4 
This architecture was designated to be the National heritage in 1993 by Vietnam 
government and at present, has become one of the most famous touristic attractions of Dong 
Van Karst Plateau. 
2.3. Lung Hoa B village 
In this section, I introduce a Hmong village, namely Lung Hoa B village, which I select 
as the main research area to do fieldwork in the period of 2016-2018.  
2.3.1. Location and the village – city connection 
                                                          
4 Vietnam National Administration of Tourism, Vuong family's Palace: 
http://www.vietnamtourism.com/en/index.php/tourism/items/2890 [online], accessed on 30th June, 2018. 
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Viewing from the map, Lung Hoa B village is quite far from Hanoi, the capital of 
Vietnam (the distance is nearly 500km). In most cases, it takes passengers about eight hours to 
travel to Ha Giang city from Hanoi (320km) by the sleeper car at first. Although this journey 
was long and time-consuming, passengers still feel quite comfortable since the road is fairly 
smooth and flat. However, the second stage from Ha Giang city to Lung Hoa B village is 
different. From Ha Giang city, it is easy to get a passenger car to access Lung Hoa B village on 
the 4C highway which is the only road from Ha Giang city to four highland districts: Quan Ba, 
Yen Minh, Dong Van, and Meo Vac. The 4C highway was opened in the period of 1959-1965 
and played a significant role to the development of total Dong Van Plateau area, for this reason, 
the road is named 'the Happiness Road'. Since the road was opened few decades ago, some 
stretches of this road have been downgraded, not to mention the terrain of Dong Van plateau is 
full of obstacles and difficult to access; as a result, travelling on this road was rather challenging 
for any passenger, including me. Even experienced drivers ran into little difficulties when driving 
on this 'road of happiness' because they must drive slowly and overcome many high slopes and 
rather zigzag mountainous roads (see figure 2.6 and 2.7).  
 
(Source: https://www.google.com/maps) 





Figure 2.6. Ma Tham Slope in the road from Yen Minh town to Pho Cao commune5 
 
Figure 2.7. The Nine Convolutions Slope in the road from Pho Cao to Sung La commune6 
Although the distance from Ha Giang city to Lung Hoa B village is only around 130 
kilometers, I had to take nearly five hours to get the village. Honestly, I did not enjoy travelling on 
this route so much. During the fieldwork from 2016-2018, I traveled to Lung Hoa B village 
several times, and those all were hard and long journeys to me; however, local people have 
gotten accustomed to travel on this road, and from their point of view, traveling on the 'Happiness 
Road' nowadays is much more convenient than in the old days. In 2010, Dong Van Karst Plateau 
was designated as a Global Geopark by UNESCO, so Vietnam government paid attention to 
upgrade the infrastructure of Dong Van in order to develop tourism. Hopefully, the infrastructure of 
                                                          
5 Source: The image is cut from the video Ha Giang – Tham Ma Slope of Du Tu: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=co71osvoXQw [online] accessed on 1st July, 2018. 
6 Source: The image is cut from the video The Nine Convolutions Slope in Ha Giang of Thang 
Soi:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6aU-h0lZDBs [online] accessed on 1st July, 2018. 
Dong Van would be improved in the recent future, then trav
become much easier. 
Lung Hoa B is one of 11 villages of Sa Phin commune, Dong Van District, Ha Giang 
province7. It is noted that the villa
villages are quite far from the main road.
Figure 2.8. Lung Hoa B village
As we can see from the figure 2.10, almost all households of Lung Hoa B settle in a 
hollow valley that is encompassed by 
which is actually much wider, consists of many 
the resident area, natural landscapes such as mountains and valleys, and a geo
'Moon's surface'. This heritage is quite special that is the result of the 
cold and dry weather conditions of
difference in temperature between day and night, especially in su
and so on are factors that speed up the physical weathering process, causing the limestone to 
fracture, break down then roll or slide down slope, lowering mountain peaks, gradually 
                                                          
7 Sa Phin commune consists of 11 villages: Sa Phin A, Sa Phin B, Sa Phin C, Thanh
Cha Tung, Lung Hoa A, Lung Hoa B, Ha Ho, San Si Tung, Lung Thau. 
eling on the Happiness Road would
ge is located right next the 4C highway while some other 
 
 (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2016)
mountains. However, the territory of Lung Hoa B village
corn fields spreading out on mountainsides near 
-
rock desertification. the 
 the karst plateau with low rain fall, high evaporation, the big 
mmer, frost and ice in winter, 










widening valleys and creating 'rock desert' landscape with distinctive cones or towers. Worth 
mentioning is that in Vietnam such a unique karst landscape 'Moon's surface' – 'rock desert' is 
seen only in the Dong Van Plateau. This heritage now has become a well-known touristic 
attraction of Dong Van Karst Plateau Global Geopark. 
 
Figure 2.9. Moon's Surface (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
2.3.2. Population  
According to the head of village, in 2017, Lung Hoa B village has 82 households with 
402 dwellers (4-5 people per household averagely) who all belong to the branch of Hmong 
Do (White Hmong). 
The villagers consist of three Hmong clans: Sung, Vang, and Vu. Among them, the 
majority of villagers belong to the Sung clan (69 households), the rest are the Vang and Vu clan 
(11 households and 2 households respectively). The dwellers of one clan often settle next 




Figure 2.10. Number of households and the composition of clans at Lung Hoa B (Total 82) 
At present, the organization of the village is quite simple with a head of village (tsưr jo) 
only, who takes the responsibility of managing common tasks of the village. In addition, there 
are some sub organizations such as  the women association, veteran association, police, and so 
on who support the village head in organizing village's affairs. According to regulations, the 
village head will hold a village meeting once per month which every villager will come and 
exchange views. However, the village head is quite flexible and depends on the situation to hold 
the village meeting or not. Normally, when there are some important policies promulgated by 
local government, the village head will hold the village meeting in order to disseminate policies 
to villagers. In general, the current head of Lung Hoa B village now, Mr. Sung Mi No, does his job 










Figure 2.11. Map of Lung Hoa B village(Source: created by the author 2018) 
2.3.3. Subsistence 
Agricultural production is the main subsistence of people at Lung Hoa B village. Almost 
all villagers do cultivation of corn, buckwheat, vegetables and legumes. Lung Hoa B village 
does not have rice fields due to the shortage of water, and corn is the main crop of people here. 
Basically, the climate in Dong Van plateau is characterized with two distinct seasons: wet 
season and dry season. The wet season is from May to October while the dry season is from 
November to April. Corn cultivation at Lung Hoa B is entirely dependent on rain water in wet 
season, therefore, villagers can cultivate only one crop per year, and harvested corn is for 
domestic use only.  
As can be seen, the main life activities of Lung Hoa B people are evidently seasonal. 
During the year, there are some periods when villagers are very busy with agricultural 
production; for example, the period from February to May is the most bustling period for them 
with cultivating corn, legumes and vegetables; or August is a busy month when they have to 
harvest and preserve corn. On the other hand, the remaining periods such as June-July, or 
months after harvesting corn are quite leisured for villagers. On these spare months, villagers are 
so free that they almost do nothing but petty works. Sometimes, they go to the field in order to 
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monitor the situation of crop plants, pick up fire woods, or harvest some kinds of legumes or 
vegetables for food; however, they mainly spend most of time staying at home to "play" – some 
villagers said. In fact, women still have to undertake houseworks such as cleaning, making 
brocade or taking care of children while men like gathering together and drinking wine. 
Since produces are primarily for domestic use only, villagers have to rely on other four 
activities including brewing corn wine, animal husbandry, doing hired labor, and trading to earn 
extra incomes for life and other purposes. 
Villagers at Lung Hoa B village, especially men like drinking corn wine very much. In 
fact, this had become a cultural custom of local people here. During the fieldwork at Lung Hoa 
B, I was quite impressedwith this custom and had experiences drinking Hmong wine many times. 
My host father often invited me to drink wine with him in meals. Specially, whenever I came to 
interview male villagers, they always asked me to drink some cups of wine before starting the 
conversation. Since Hmong brewed corn wine becomes a specialty in Dong Van plateau, 
villagers always save a certain portion of harvested corn to brew wine that not only meets family 
demands but is also enough to trade at the market. It is worth mentioning that the market 
network here, with many markets opened in shifts on all days of a week, is quite convenient and 
serves well the trading needs of local people. Aside from Sa Phin market, which is only one 
kilometer far away, villagers can stop by for trading at markets of neighboring communes such 
as Pho Bang market, Lung Phin market, Nhu Sang market, Pho Cao market, and so on.  
Aside from cultivation, people at Lung Hoa B village breed a number of kinds of 
livestock, for instance, cow, pig, goat and some poultry like chicken, duck, and pigeon, which 
brings aconsiderable extra income. Villagers sometimes sell livestock at the market; however, in 
most cases, the livestock dealers visit the village to buy directly from villagers.In leisure after 
harvest time, a part of villagers often go to Ha Giang city or Dong Van district center to find 
hired labors. In the old days, there was even a situation that many villagers illegally crossed the 
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Vietnamese - Chinese border to work at Chinese farms, which brought about a very high income. 
Nevertheless, the illegal crossing of the border hasbeen strictly controlled by local authorities 
due to the issue of national security; therefore, this situation is quite limited recently.  
Table 2.3. Main activities in a year of Lung Hoa B villagers 
January Keeping warm for livestock 
Preparing for the Lunar New Year holiday 
February Holding Lunar New Year holiday, 'Gau Tao' festival, field worshiping, cleaning 
the land, preparing the soil, manuring the field 
March Sowing maize 
Intercropping with soybean (Spring - summer crop), and many kinds of vegetables 
and legumes (Spring crop) 
April Weeding and turning of soil for the first time 
Caring legumes and vegetables, monitoring the situation of insects 
May Turning of soil for the second time 
Caring legumes and vegetables, monitoring the situation of insects 
June Monitoring the situation of insects on maize fields 
Harvesting legumes and vegetables  
July Monitoring the situation of insects on maize fields 
Sowing soybean (Autumn - winter crop) and many kinds of vegetables and 
legumes 
August Harvesting maize 
Caring legumes and vegetables, monitoring the situation of insects 
September Preserving maize 
Caring legumes and vegetables, monitoring the situation of insects 
October Harvesting legumes and vegetables 
Building house 
Getting married 





Doing hired labour 
Keeping warm for livestock 
Source: created by the author 2018 
At present, Lung Hoa B village has one restaurant and three grocery shops in total. The 
only restaurant belongs to Ms. Ly Thi Cho, who majors in cooking Hmong traditional foods. 
She used to open a restaurant of Hmong traditional dishes at the Vuong family's palace in the 
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center of the commune, however, in 2017, local authorities rearranged the Vuong family's 
Palace heritage, thus she had to move the restaurant to her house at Lung Hoa B. One of three 
grocery shops is located in the middle of the village and mainly sells essential wares for 
villagers, while the other two shops are right next to the highway.  
The grocery shop of Hung Hien couple is the biggest shop at the village and they even 
opened a rest stop for tourists. Tourists are interested in drinking coffee at this rest stop because 
its architecture resembles a Hmong house with rocky fence, furthermore, tourists can 
contemplate large corn fields and grandiose mountains from this rest stop. 
 
Figure 2.12. Rest stop built by Hung Hien Grocery (Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
In addition, as we know, Lung Hoa B has a famous geo-heritage called 'Moon's surface'. 
On weekends, some villagers go to this heritage and sell foods, soft drinks, and fruits to tourists.  
2.3.4. The development of the village 
In 2011, Vietnam government launched the program called Building up the new rural 
areas in order to improve the life of people at rural areas on a national scale. Thanks to this 
program, the infrastructure of Lung hoa B was upgraded. A case in point is that all roads was 
concreted, making traveling easier.Temporal houses were replaced by strong ones as well. In 
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addition, the government aided villagers in building new cisterns in an attempt to ensure 
cleaning water in dry season. On the other hand, the government launched many programs to 
support villagers in agricultural production like expense loans for cultivation and animal 
husbandry, the program number 30a supplied animal kept of breeding purpose for poor 
households, and so on.  
In regards to education, the village has a kindergarden and an elementary school. 
However, the number of teachers and pupils are quite modest with two teachers and 14 pupils in 
2018. In order to attend higher grades, villagers must take their children to the Elementary and 
Secondary Day Boarding Ethnic Sa Phin School which is 2 kilometers far from the village.  
In recent years, the living standard of Lung Hoa B village has much improved thanks to 
the aids of government across different aspects of life, not to mention the benefits from tourism 
development following the designation of Dong Van Global Geopark by UNESCO in 2010. 
Even though the majority of houses at Lung Hoa B still features the traditional Hmong style 
with a 'Trinh tuong' house (rammed earth house) surrounded by rocky fences, some other 
families made built house following the architecture of lowland houses that were made from 
solid materials like bricks and concrete with rocky fences replaced by brick ones. Almost all 
families purchased motorbikes to be the main transportation mean instead of going for walks or 
riding horses in the old days. In addition, the owner of Hung Hien grocery shop and Miss Cho 
restaurant bought cars for travelling and goods transportation. Television has become a 
significant device for the demand of entertainment and news update of local people. 
Telecommunications is available at Lung Hoa B village and some people even equipped the 
internet service for their family. 
In summary, this chapter provides a general background of Lung Hoa B village which is 
my main research subject. The general information across different aspects of the village would 





THE TRADITIONAL ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE  
FOR ADAPTING TO THE ROCKY ENVIRONMENT 
It has always been said by local Hmong people in Dong Van Karst plateau that they have 
nothing but rocks. Appearing everywhere: at home, in the garden, on the roads, and on the maize 
fields, rocks have played an indispensable part of their life. After hundreds of years living with 
rocks, local people had generated the indigenous ecological knowledge on adapting to such a 
harsh rocky environment. The main focus of the chapter is to provide an analysis of the 
ecological knowledge that can be observed across almost any aspects of local people's life. It is 
also noteworthy that aside from the main part about traditional ecological knowledge, a 
discussion on scientific knowledge is also included since traditional and scientific knowledge 
might be of complementary approaches. The insight into geological knowledge, especially 
knowledge on limestone, is of great significance to achieve the comprehensive understanding 
about the traditional indigenous ecological knowledge. Finally, an investigation into the mode 
with which local people manage the rock resource is presented. 
3.1. The taxonomy of natural rocks 
3.1.1. Brief introduction about limestone 
To begin with, an overview of the geological characteristics of this region is essential to 
have a thorough comprehension of the ecological knowledge of local people on natural rocks in 
Dong Van Karst Plateau. A geological survey on the area of Dong Van Karst Plateau was 
conducted by a number of scientists at Vietnam Institute of Geosciences and Mineral Resources 
and Geological Museum, and a totality of 10 lithological formations was verified (Pham Viet Ha 
et al. 2013:15). They are Chang Pung (€3cp), Lutxia (O1lx), Song Cau (D1sc), Mia Le (D1ml), Na 
Quan (D1-2 nq), Toc Tat (D3tt), Bac Son (C-P bs), Dong Dang (P2dd), Hong Ngai (T1hn) and 






Figure 3.1. The Geological map of Dong Van Karst Plateau Geopark  
(Source: Hoang Xuan Tinh et al,1976) 
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As can be seen from the geological map of Dong Van Karst Plateau, 19 different sorts of 
rocks in 10 lithological formations are pointed out and are classified into 3 groups: igneous, 
sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks. Among them, igneous rock is quite rare, yet can be found 
at Song Hien formation. Metamorphic rock consists of shale, clay shale, and so on, can be 
discovered at Chang Pung, Sika, Bac Bun, and Mia Le formations. The sedimentary rock, 
especially carbonate rock, occupies the great majority of rocks here with all popular 
representatives as follows: clastic sedimentary rock, biological sedimentary rock, chemical and 
biochemical sedimentary rock. In terms of the carbonate rock, it is diverse, accounts for 10 out 
of totally 19 sorts of rocks, and is mainly distributed in Dong Van and Meo Vac districts (La 
The Phuc et al. 2011: 46).  
Table 3.1. Statistics of carbonate rocks in the study area  
No District Area 
(km2) 
% Areas with carbonate 
rocks (km2) 
% 
1 Dong Van 460.0 71.7 329.7 36.5 
2 Meo Vac 577.6 49.7 287.1 31.8 
3 Yen Minh 785.2 22.7 178.2 19.7 
4 Quan Ba 557.2 19.5 108.5 12.0 
Source: Pham Viet Ha et al. 2013:15 
The carbonate rocks with karst landscape covering an area of 903.5 km2 are mainly 
distributed in Dong Van and Meo Vac districts. Carbonate rocks interbedded with non-carbonate 
rocks are distributed in the districts of Quan Ba and Yen Minh (Pham Viet Ha et al. 2013:15-16). 
The next section would focus on investigating carbonate rocks, especially limestone, as 
limestone is the most popular in Dong Van Karst Plateau (60% of the plateau's surface is corved 
by limestone) as well as at Lung Hoa B village. Limestone is quite popular worldwide due to its 
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enormous diversity of uses in such areas as construction, agriculture, production of organic 
chemicals, refining metals, and so on. 
"Limestone is a naturally occurring mineral that consists principally of calcium 
carbonate. Part of the calcium carbonate may have been converted to dolomite by replacement 
with magnesium carbonate as a secondary component (up to 46% by weight). Many limestones 
are remarkably pure, with less than 5% of non-carbonate impurities. Limestone is found in many 
forms and is classified in terms of its origin, chemical composition, structure, and geological 
formation. It occurs widely throughout the world, and is an essential raw material for many industries". 
 (Oates 1998: 1) 
Scientifically, it is geologists who have developed a number of ways of classifying 
limestone. Some popular ways based on the texture divide limestones into mudstone, wake stone, 
pack stone, grain stone and bound stone, while the ones based on the principal impurities to 
classify limestones into carbonaceous (with carbon), arenaceous (or sandy), ferruginous (with 
iron), argillaceous (or clayey), siliceous (with silica), and phosphatic (with phosphorous). Also, 
another way based on texture introduces terms such as compact-crystalline-earthy-accharoidal-
cherty-pisolitic-conglomeratic-unconsolidated (Oates 1998: 15-16).  
"Limestone takes many forms. The following eleven descriptions include the great 
majority of significant limestone deposits. 
- Biosparites are the most widespread type of massive, well bedded limestones. They 
consist of fragments of calcareous skeletons and small shells in a matrix or recrystallized calcite. 
They are typical of many Carboniferous limestones.  
- Micrites are limestones originating from carbonate mud or silt. 
- Biomicrites are limestones consisting of skeletons or fragments of organic debris in a 
micrite matrix.  
- Reef limestones are mounds and units of organic debris, often consisting of complete 
fossils. They are highly fossiliferous and lack a bedding structure, having been formed as thick 
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accumulations topographically higher than their surroundings. In some cases, such reef 
limestones may occur as fringing (or apron) reefs, which may extend for many kilometers. 
- Algal limestones are biosparites, or biomicrites, resulting from the activities of algae.  
- Oolitic limestones (or ooliths) are made up of tiny spherical grains (known as ooids) of 
lmm or less in diameter, precipitated by algal action in turbulent waters and cemented in calcite. 
Under a hand lens, they have the appearance of fish roe.  
- Dolomite is used to describe both the mineral and the rock. Dolomite deposits often 
occur as distinct beds within limestone, but can also occur in thick-bedded units.  
- Chalks of the Cretaceous era are found in north-west Europe and parts of North 
America. They were deposited on comparatively deep (50 to 400m) sea-beds. They are white, 
relatively soft and contain very little terrigenous material (silt originating from the land). Under 
the microscope, they are seen to be largely composed of plates of algae (coccoliths) and 
foraminifera and often contain large fossils of echinoderms, bivalves and brachiopods.  
- Marble is metamorphosed limestone (i.e. limestone which has been fully recrystallized 
and hardened under hydrothermal conditions). Marbles derived from pure limestones consist 
simply of white calcite. When impurities such as dolomite, iron and clay are present, the marble 
acquires its characteristic mottled or veined appearance. (It should be noted that stone-masons 
often apply the term marble to any rock which can be easily polished, even to some granites).  
- Travertine is composed of calcite deposited by chemical precipitation from natural hot-
water springs. It has a characteristic banded appearance and is used as a decorative building stone.  
- Tufa is also produced by chemical precipitation from natural springs. It is typically 
deposited over rocks and is softer and more porous than travertine." 
(Oates 1998: 14-15) 
In general, there is a variety of methods to classify limestone ranging from origin to 
physical or chemical properites. Furthermore, a system of general characteristics of limestone 
was recapitulated thanks to scientific experiments. Limestone could be the only rock that can be 
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exploited in more ways than any others owing to its specific physical and chemical features, 
some of the most popular of which are listed below.  
"- Hardness: limestone is sorted in the group of soft stones. According to the Mohs 
hardness scale8, limestone generally lies in the range of 2 to 4 Mohs; as a result, it is popularly 
used for building material since it is soft enough to be processed (easily cut, shaped, and carved) 
by stonemasons. 
- Color: high pure limestone usually is white in color, however, it can be colored by 
impurities. Various shades of grey, blue and dark hues are usually caused by carbonaceous 
material and/or iron sulfide. Yellow, cream and red colors are indicative of iron and manganese.  
- Solubility in carbon dioxide-free water: limestone can be solubilized in water and weak 
acid due to its chemical components".  
(Oates 1998: 14) 
The above general introduction about limestone is a fundamental background on which 
which the comparison in some aspects with traditional knowledge of people in Dong Van Karst 
Plateau would be made. The interrelation between two knowledge systems is supposed to bring 
about the comprehensive understanding about the matter. 
3.1.2. The rock classification of villagers at Lung Hoa B 
Viewing from the geological map of Dong Van Karst Plateau (Figure 3.1), Lung Hoa B 
village is situated in the area belonging to Bac Son (C-P bs) and Dong Dang (P2 dd) lithological 
formations that consist of a number of sorts of rocks such as bauxite, coaly shale, and many 
popular limestone sorts like cherty clayish limestone, massive limestone, oolitic limestone, and 
clayish limestone. Obviously, Hmong people at Lung Hoa B village paid little attention to such 
scientific issues, like lithology formations or the texture and impurity differences among rock 
                                                          
8Mohs hardness scale was developed by Friedrich Mohs, a German mineralogist, in 1812. He selected ten minerals 
of distinctly different hardness that ranged from a very soft mineral to a very hard mineral. 
Mohs hardness scale: 1) Talc (very soft). 2) Gypsum. 3) Calcite. 4) Fluorite. 5) Apatite. 6) Orthoclase. 7) Quartz. 8) 
Topaz. 9) Corundum. 10) Diamond (very hard). 
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types. They had simply developed their own indigenous way to understand and classify rocks 
through the factual observations and experience. From their point of view, there are 04 popular 
rock types that can be seen in their daily activities9.  
- Ash-grey rock (poz jêz yâu) 
This is the most popular and useful type of rock found at Lung Hoa B village area. It is 
easy to identify due to the specific ash-grey or dark color and the surface having many slits and 
fissures. Normally, ash-grey rock is not so hard, and local people can easily break or make 
shapes with a hammer. A villager described the ash-grey rock as follows:  
"When I smashed ash-grey rock, the rock was cracked, then broken into many smaller 
pieces. If you look at the inside of the rock, you can see many lines or vessels. The rock that have 
lines or vessels will be easy to break". 
A Hmong middle-aged man, Lung Hoa B 
In fact, ash-grey rock is limestone. The surface of rock had been weathered by climate 
factors like wind and rainwater for such a long time that it transformed to black, ash-grey in 
color. When local people shattered the rock to pieces, it can be seen that the internal rock is 
diverse in original colors with white or light blue, or even red in some parts. This kind of 
rock has been widely exploited to utilize in agricultural and constructive works due to its 
availability and average hardness. 
                                                          
9 This classification is not totally homogeneous among villagers. I recapitulated all information from interviewees 




Figure 3.2. Ash-grey rock and its internal color (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
- White rock (poz jêz đơưz) 
White rock is sometimes named marble by villagers. This type of rock is very hard and 
normally pure white in color. Marble is very difficult to break or make shapes with rudimentary 
instruments like a hammer or chisel. As asserted by locals, marble has no lines or vessels inside; 
as a result, when a rock is smashed with a hammer, it does not break into pieces but small 
splinters thrown out. 'You must be very careful when you smash marble; otherwise, you will get 
hurt sometimes because splinters from white rock all are very sharp', warned they.  
 
Figure 3.3. White rock (marble/ recrystallized limestone) (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2018) 
Scientifically, the exact name of white rock is metamorphosed (recrystallized) limestone 
or marble. It is metamorphism that recrystallized the original carbonate mineral grains of 
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limestone, which resulted in the fact that marble is typically composed of an interlocking mosaic 
of carbonate crystals. In addition, the intense pressure and the heat of the metamorphism 
hardened limestone makes it challenging for local people to process marble/ metamorphosed 
limestone. Nevertheless, a method to break the very hard marble rocks was developed by the locals. 
A man revealed that: 
"This experience was developed by my father. It took a long time, but it worked well. In 
the past, when my family built a new house, we found a marble that was very hard to break as 
well as too big to move. My father decided to leave that rock as it was, then he set up the kitchen 
right on the rock. After one year, he demolished the kitchen then tried to break that rock again. 
After numerous times the rock was constantly burned by the heat from the kitchen then cooled 
down, it became easily breakable". 
A Hmong middle-aged man, Lung Hoa B 
It is an interesting method anyway, though it could not be widely employed by villagers 
because it was quite time-consuming. Fortunately, this type of rock is not very popular at Lung 
Hoa B village, and local people only use it to pile up the rocky fences or rocky fields sometimes.  
- Red rock (poz jêz liêz):  
Red rock is quite distinct from the other rocks in shape and color. Its reddish exterior 
brought about the name 'red rock'. While limestone has the shape of rugged blocks with sharp 
edges, red rock is normally oval and roundish in shape. Its surface is quite smooth, polished and 
normally small in size. Red rock is often mixed with other rocks and is exposed when local 
people dig the earth or plough fields. 
"In the old days, I frequently found red rocks on the maize field. It was surprisingly hard and 
heavier than other rocks. When I worked on the rocky field, the cast iron ploughshare collided with red 
rocks making very loud sounds". 





Figure 3.4. Red rocks (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
It is hard to identify the nature of red rock type since its origin is diverse. Red rock was 
supposed to be bauxite ore by geologists due to the reddish color in both exterior and interior. In 
addition, it can be limestone which is covered with ferric oxide, or metamorphic rock which is 
influenced by the pressure and heat. The application of red rock is quite limited. Red rock is 
rarely employed by villagers to pile up the fence or rocky fields because of its roundish shape. 
They also cannot grind red rock into powder to make building bricks since the bricks made from 
its powder will be reddish in color.  
- Blue rock (poz jêz njuôz) 
Like ash-grey rock, this type of rock originated from limestone. Blue rock exits in blocks 
that are broken from the parent rock on the mountains. Its ordinary color is white, blue, 




Figure 3.5. Blue rock (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
Due to the popularity and fair hardness, blue rock has been widely employed in the life 
of local people. It has become the chief materials for construction in recent years. In addition, 
the rock type that is usually used to arrange the rocky-bank of maize fields or rocky-fences is 
blue rock. Also, it is exploited to make daily tools such as mortars and grinders. Particularly, 
local people often mention scarce blue limestone characterized with the high hardness which can 
be used to make mortars and grinders. The rare blue limestone is identified by villagers by using 
a hammer to knock on the doubtful rocks. Rare blue limestone makes a clear sound of 'ding, ding, 
ding' while the ordinary one sounds low and bass. 
Aside from the four popular rocks above, there are some particular types of rocks that are 
mentioned by villagers at Lung Hoa B. My host father mentioned the rock that consists of fossils 
(biological limestone, scientifically). He used to read materials on geological values of Dong 
Van Karst Plateau, so he can identify biological limestone while other villagers simply consider 
it as normal white or blue limestone. Laterite is the name local people called rocks which are 
dark in color and have many small holes; however, they actually are not laterite but bauxite ore. 
Furthermore, an old men told me about 'iron rock' that is very hard and black in color. 
Unfortunately, I had no chance to see this type of rock, so I was not able to identify its nature.  
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In general, villagers at Lung Hoa B have achieved the understanding of physical 
properties of each type of rock, then have developed their own fundamental rock classification 
based on the subjective observation and experience gained during the utilization of rock in their 
daily life.  
Table 3.2. The popular rocks at Lung Hoa B village 
Traditional knowledge Samples Scientific knowledge 
Popular types 
Ash-grey rock (poz jêz yâu) 
 
Limestone 
White rock (poz jêz đơưz) 
 
Marble 
Red rock (poz jêz liêz) 
 
Bauxite/ limestone covered 















(Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017-2018) 
3.2. Traditional ecological knowledge on adapting to rocky environment 
That more than 60% of the living area is covered with rocks means that the rock has 
obviously played a significant role in the daily life of local people in the rocky plateau. It is 
inevitable that the traditional ecological knowledge should be generated as a result of the whole 
process of their adaptation to the rocky environment. This knowledge is integrated into almost all 





3.2.1. The management of limited farmable land in the rocky plateau 
As for people living in the karst plateau, the land for cultivation is of great essence and 
consideration. That the majority of area is covered by limestone resulted in the serious shortage 
of land for cultivation. According to the census from Commune People's Committee, Sa Phin 
commune has a totality of natural area of 1595.72 ha, including 407.9 ha of farmable land 
(accounts for 25.5% only) and mountainous areas that is not available for cultivation. As a result, 
with the population of 3047 people, the average farmable land per head in Sa Phin commune is 
only 0.13 ha. As for Lung Hoa B village, the total area for cultivation is 106.39 ha, and the 
average cultivated land is 0.26 ha per head. Obviously, the difficult condition in agricultural 
cultivation of local people here is reflected from the data. The indigenous people have applied a 
number of methods to agricultural production in order to solve the problem of the cultivated land 
shortage in rocky plateau.  
3.2.1.1. The utilization of all available land for cultivation has always been maintained as 
the management principle regarding the problem of limited land by villagers at Lung Hoa B. 
The majority of farmable land has been exploited for cultivating maize since it is the annual 
primary crop. In addition, they plant fruit-trees and some vegetables in the garden. Even barren 
lands at roadside are also utilized to plant elephant grass for feeding livestock. The maximum 
utilization of cultivated land can be best observed in maize cultivation. Aside from maize fields 
located in valleys that are quite flat with few large rocks and a lot of soil, Lung Hoa B villagers 
have sustained two more categories: rocky fields (Têz poz jêz) and rock-niche fields (Têz kraor 
jêz). Regarding the first type named rocky fields, local people set up terrace fields with a view to 
utilizing the area on mountain sides with the moderate slope and plenty of soil with the help of a 
number of rock embankments to reduce the erosion. To build up the embankment for rocky 
fields, villagers firstly collected many rocks from surrounding areas or had to break the 
mountain for rocks sometimes. Rocks were diverse in size, but local people mainly selected ones 
as 20-25 cm as wide and 25-30 cm as high. Afterwards, they used a hammer and a chisel to 
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eliminate sharp edges and make rocks become flatter. The flatter edges rocks had, the more solid 
the embankment became. Rocks were then arranged into the embankment with the principle that 
big rocks would be stand at bottom to establish a solid background, and small ones are upper. 
Finally, all the gaps among huge rocks were filled up and sealed with small pieces of rocks. 
Noticeably, even though no agglutinative substances were applied, all rocks were firmly 
attached and bound together thanks to the skillful arrangement of local people. At Lung Hoa B 
village, normally the embankment is characterized with only one layer of rock with the thickness 
of nearly 20-30cm and as high as 1m due to the moderate slope of the field. For the field on 
higher areas with steep slopes, the embankment must be built thicker up to 40-50cm with three 
layers in order to better prevent erosion. 
 
Figure 3.6. A rocky field at Lung Hoa B village (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
Besides, I was extremely impressed with the latter category of rock-niche field. During 
the time staying at Lung Hoa B village, I visited the maize fields and could not imagine how 
people managed to develop such a unique technique of planting maize trees into rocky niches in 
the mountains. There were some tiny niches with a little soil that could merely provide room for 
up to three maize trees. To set up a rock-niche field, local people often find niches enclosed by 
rock edges that could prevent strong wind, add soil to niches, and then sow maize seeds in. They 
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have to carry soil up from lower lands and add to the niche so that the maize tree can stand firm 
and grow. It is even believed by Hmong people in Dong Van that maize cultivated in rock 
niches grows better than in flat fields. Maize roots planted at smooth and flat fields would be 
withered and died quickly because of sunlight whilte ones planted inside rock niches was withered 
on day time but would be green again at night thanks to the dew and the 'sweet' of rocks.  
The presence of rocky fields and rock-niche fields have asserted the very deep-rooted 
custom of local people to maximize all the available agricultural area. This has become a unique 
identity of residents living in karst. 
  
Figure 3.7. Maize and vegetable planted in rock niches (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2016) 
3.2.1.2. Intercropping and crop rotation are traditional techniques of local people at Lung 
Hoa B village to solve the problem of limited arable land in the karst plateau. My host family 
usually intensively intercrops maize as the main crop with other crops such as amaranth, 
pumpkin, green pea, edible canna, mustard green, and so on. After soil preparing, they start 
sowing the seed of maize, vegetables and beans on the field. Commonly, the process of sowing 
the seed requires four people who undertake different tasks. The first person sows maize seeds 
into the hole, then the second manures. The third person sows bean or vegetable seeds into the 
same maize holes, yet not into the middle but next to maize seeds, because the seed of 
vegetables and beans grow faster than of maize, which would have an influence on the growth of 
maize trees. Finally, the fourth person backfills the hole. In addition, local people also can mix 
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seeds of vegetables and beans with fertilizer and manure into the maize hole. Two or three 
months after sowing the seed, vegetables and beans could be harvested while maize trees 
continue growing. 
Villagers at Lung Hoa B also rotate maize with soybean and buckwheat. On the one hand, 
soybean cultivation can optimize the farmable land, since soybean is planted between maize 
roots. One the other hand, soybean helps the land become more fertile by supplying soil with 
some nitrogen and organic matter. In most cases, seven or ten days after sowing maize seed, 
villagers plant one to two rows of spring-summer soybean between two roots of maize (the 
distance between maize roots is around 80cm-100cm). Spring-summer soybean can be harvested 
2-3 months before harvesting maize. Commonly, villagers can cultivate two crops of soybean 
per year. They sow autumn-winter soybean just 1 month after spring-summer crop. After two 
months, when soybean plant is 5-10cm in height and requires more sunlight, local people 
harvest maize and cut maize stems for the sake of soybean growth and development (FAO 2015: 
24). As for buckwheat, it is cultivated in small scale on some suitable lands after maize being 
reaped, and it can be harvested after two months. Remarkably, they almost do not cultivate any 
plant during the winter from October to January, so the farmable land is rested. Weeds and bush 
will grow and then die due to low temperatures. Before preparing soil, farmers collect dry weed 
to burn to get ash for next season (FAO 2015: 21-22). In general, intercropping and crop rotation 
are effective strategies of Hmong people residing in the karst plateau. First and foremost, this 
approach helps to utilize the limited arable land and offers extra agricultural products for 
domestic use and trading. In addition, this technique makes a contribution to maintain the soil 




Figure 3.8. Agricultural calendar of Hmong people at Lung Hoa B village 
(Source: created by the author 2018) 
3.2.2. Water management in 'thirsty region'10 
Geologically, the natural conditions of karst plateau is not advantageous for keeping and 
storing surface water; as a result, the serious lack of surface water should be taken into account 
during the farming in Dong Van Karst Plateau. 
"Karst areas commonly lack surface water and have numerous stream beds that are dry 
except during periods of high runoff. These regions have internal drainage; streams flow into the 
closed depressions called sinkholes where there is no surface outlet. A typical sinkhole is bowl 
shaped, with one or more low spots along its bottom. In some case, a swallow hole, or swallet, 
may be present at the bottom of the sinkhole where surface water flows underground into 
fractures or caves. Water may also enter a karst aquifer along streams that flow over karst areas 
and disappear from the surface." 
(George Veni 2001:14) 
                                                          




Figure 3.9. The hydrologic cycle in karst areas (George Veni 2001:15) 
The surface water is very limited as well as the fact the topography primarily covered 
with limestone which makes it impossible for local people to dig wells leads to the serious lack 
of water in Dong Van plateau, especially in dry season (November to April).  
In dry season 2017, I myself experienced the problem of lacking water in this 'thirsty 
region'. During the field work atLung Hoa B village, almost all peopleI met complained that the 
water shortage persisted for several months which resulted in withered maize fields and other 
plants. This situation also happened at other villages. Some people were even worried about the 
potential crop failures due to the dry climate. There was not any spring or river near the village, 
so at some extremely dry times, they told me that they had to go far to glean water inside rocky 
niches in the mountains. Loads of niches were so small that they must pierce rock to enlarge 
then scooped small dippers of water out of the niche into plastic cans. They could only get 
around 20-40 liters of water per trip. As for my host family, it was noticeable that even though 
their water tank was quite big, there was little water left. The amount of remaining water might 
be saved for cooking and drinking only, so the host couple and their two children had to strictly 
economized on domestic water. They were not seen to have a bath or wash clothes for over a 
half of month. It seems that the problem of water shortage in dry seasons has become an annual 
obsession to people here. Even though in 2002, the government constructed a 3000 m3 reservoir 
not so far from the Lung Hoa B village, there has been not much change in the situation. As a 
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result, villagers had generated such unique experience on water management in order to 
overcome the waterless period. Villagers at Lung Hoa B depend mostly on rain-water for use in 
daily life and agricultural cultivation. In wet season, villagers are very active in collecting and 
storing rain-water. In the old days, villagers utilized natural big rocky niches to build water tanks 
(kraor đêx). They often found niches that were big enough and covered all gaps at the bottom by 
cement to make the niche watertight enough to store water. In order to prevent the evaporation, 
they covered the niche with leaves. At present, this type of water tanks built from natural rocky 
niches have still been sustained in many households at Lung Hoa B village. A middle-aged man 
showed me the water tank of his family and explained that: 
"This water tank was dug by my father and I. We took out all soil then caulked all gaps 
by plaster so that water could not flow away. We often covered the tank with big branches and 
leaves to prevent insects and guano. A few years ago, this tank suddendly leaked11 and was not 
be usable anymore." 
 
Figure 3.10. The water tank built from a natural rocky niche (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
                                                          
11 Limestone can be solubilized in water and week acid dues to its chemical components. Rainwater is enriched with 
CO2 in the atmosphere and when percolating through soil, and with it forms a weak carbonic acid (Hajna 2015: 8). 
H2O + CO2 = H2CO3 
When percolating through limestone, this weak carbonic acid dissolves them: 
CaCO3 + H2CO3 = Ca2+ + 2(HCO3)- 
This solubility process gradually enlargers the fractures at the bottom of the natural rock niches – water tanks, so 
water all flows underground into fractures. Local people have to frequently cover the fractures of natural water 




An another old man said: 
"In 2000, each family in Sa Phin commune was aided with five cement sacks by the government 
to build a water tank. I used that amount of cement to construct a solid water tank from brick and utilized 
a rocky niche right at the back of my house to make the secondary tank that has been used up to this time." 
3.2.3. 'Farming on rock' 
Dong Van Karst plateau is the world’s only geopark with residents living with unique 
farming systems on karst rock (FAO 2015). To cultivate on rocky terrain of Karst Plateau, local 
people have developed a set of traditional knowledge that includes knowledge on different 
phases of agricultural cultivation, among which are the experiences to build rocky fields. In 
addition, the knowledge on soil preparation, traction maintaining, specialized tools making as 
well as rocky field ploughing techniques should be mentioned. 
To begin a new crop, soil preparation is of great essence and is considered as one of the 
hardest work. After the New Year holiday (around February), people at Lung Hoa B village start 
to prepare soil for the new crop. The first task is to carefully remove all big rocks out of the field, 
which would continue during the time due to the outcropping of rocks followed by soil erosion 
or the previous crop cultivation. Noticeably, only big rocks are removed by villagers to make it 
easier to ploug the field; yet, they leave small rocks as they are at the field. On the one hand, 
there are so many of small rocks that they cannot collect all of them; on the other hand, these 
small rocks make the contribution to prevent soil erosion as well as to keep the soil warm in 
winter. As for big rocks, villagers never threw away but collected them in piles. We can 
frequently see such kinds of rock-clearing piles at rocky fields of people not only at Lung Hoa B 
but also in other areas of Dong Van plateau. For local people, these rock-clearing piles serve as a 
rock saving source for building rock banks delimiting the agricultural plots, and maintaining 
terrace support of rocky fields. Rock banks, rock-clearing piles, and terrace fields supported by 
rock embankments are the typical signs of the agricultural landscape in karst areas (Ezio Burriet 




Figure 3.11. Rock bank 
(Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
 
Figure 3.12. Rock-clearing pile 
(Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
Once the phase of cleaning the land is finished, villagers use the hoe and knife to clear 
the weeds, then dry and burn the weeds to ash, and spread it on the field as fertilizer. Afterwards, 
the task of ploughing field starts, which is undertaken by Hmong men. These may be the most 
obvious evidence for the unique adaptation strategy of local people to the rocky environment.  
 
Figure 3.14. Ploughing on a rocky field (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
At the begining of March, 2017, I had a chance to accompany a Hmong man to go to the 
field for ploughing. It seemed that his family had a late start in ploughing field in comparison 
with other families of the village. The man said that he was so over head and ears as a hired 
labourer that until that time could he take care of his family's own field. The field was quite far, 
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so it took us nearly 30 miutes to get there. The field was situated right next to a mountain which 
was fairly flat and wide. He said that his family's field was quite ploughing-friendly, and that he 
used to work on fields that were so full of rocks that the ploughshare was many times tightly 
stuck by undergroud rocks. There were some rocky fields on slopes which were inaccessible by 
cows; he had to use a hoe to make soil become softer instead of using a plough. Speaking of his 
own field, even though his family already cleared the field earlier, there still were loads of small 
rocks at the field, not to mention some outcropped big rocks. The man seemed to be an 
experienced plougher, since his movements were very smooth. He set the plough on the cow in a 
short while, then held firmly the plough-beam, pressed the ploughshare deep into the land, and 
pulled the rope to control the cow to depature. It was high time their work officially started. Big 
pieces of soil were turned over after each of their deliberate step along the length of the field. 
Suddendly, the man stopped for a while. It seemed that the ploughshare was stuck on something, 
probably an underground rock. He moderately lifted up the ploughshare to dodge the rock then 
continued going. Suprisingly, the cow also stopped when the ploughshare was stuck on obstacles 
without any order from the plougher. They did have to stop many times because of underground 
rocks. "Sticking big rocks while ploughing on rocky fields was of frequent occurence here". He 
said. One man and one cow worked diligently on that rocky field and finished the work in a 
whole day.  
It has always been emphasised by local people that ploughing rocky field is thought to be 
an easy work, but it is actually quite challenging to anybody. A number of factors are required in 
this work, including a good pulling-plow cow, a specialized ploughshare, and most importantly 
a skilled plougher. Only men can undertake the task of ploughing field, since it is a laborious 
work. They, men, must be strong enough to firmly hold the ploughshare as well as control the 
cow to go in the right direction. Particularly, the controller supposedly pays full attention in case 
the ploughshare is stuck by underground rocks. The ploughshare would be easily broken if the 
controller does not stop ploughing just in time to avoid underground rocks.  
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In Dong Van area, cows are one of traditional domestic animals of Hmong people. 
Almost all Hmong families who breed the cow consider them a precious property. Cows are a 
high valuable goods for trading at the market, bringing about a crucial extra-income for Hmong 
families. In addition, cows play a critical role in agricultural cultivation, since it offers an 
essentail source of muck as well as the fact that it is the dominant animal used to draw a plow. 
Hmong people in Dong Van choose breeding cows instead of buffaloes for the main traction 
because cows seem to have a substantial resistance to the coldness of karst climate. They had 
gained experience on choosing suitable cows for agricultural cultivation through the appearance 
of cows. A cow which is considered to be excellent at pulling ploughs must have such 
characteristics as short body, wide shoulder, rather big legs, brawny chest, tall figure, shining 
and short hooves, big mouth, small teeth, and a big hump to set a plough. Specially, in order to 
draw a plow on rocky fields, cows must go through a proper training. When a cow reaches the 
age of one year old, local people would take the cow to the field for training. At the begining, 
they choose quite flat fields with a few rocks to be the traning ground. Because untrained cows 
often disorderly jump and run, the first step is on training the cow to go in the right direction. 
They control the cow with a rope which threaded on cow's nose associated with commands to 
orient the cow to go, stop, and turn left or right as they wish. Afterwards, the owner has to train 
the cow to stop on time when the ploughshare is stuck by rocks, which is the most important for 
ploughing rocky field. In most cases, the training takes about 2-3 days, but some particular cows 
need nearly one week. After the training, the cow would be ready to work on rocky fields for 
next 3-4 crops. 
A number of specially dedicated tools which can be made only by local Hmong people 
are required during the farming on rocks. Hmong people in Dong Van area are also very 
pretigious for the ability of forging and casting agricultural tools, especially the ploughshare 
casting. Nowadays, there are only a few Hmong blacksmiths who master the techniques of 
casting the ploughshare. There are no blacksmiths in Sa Phin commune, so villagers at Lung 
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Hoa B often have to go to the Sa Phin market to buy the ploughshare as well as other 
agricultural tools. In 2017, I had a chance to talk with Hmong blacksmiths in Ta Lung commune, 
which is 20kms far from Sa Phin commune. According to an old blacksmith who has casted 
ploughshares for 35 years, the Hmong ploughshare (Lul khei) is more special than the lowland 
one, because it is employed on rocky fields. The Hmong ploughshare is 40 cm long and 25 cm 
wide with the shape of isoscels triangle. Its blade is slightly curve with the obtuse and heavy 
head. The old blacksmith said: 
"After the New Year holiday, local people start to prepare soil for a new crop, so there 
would be a remarkable increase in the demand for new plowshares. It is the busiest time for us 
blacksmiths in a year.  
In order to make a new ploughshare, first and foremost, we prepare a casting mould 
which is very thick and heavy from clay and a bamboo frame. The internal surface of the mould 
is smoothed by clay and ash which make the casted plowshare become smooth. The old and 
broken plowshare, cast iron pans or pots are collected to be the material. We smash them into 
small pieces then put into the blast furnace for baking. Almost all Hmong blacksmiths here 
primarily use charcoal for forging and casting. We work with the bellows and blow on the fire to 
bake cast iron then pour fusible cast iron into the mould. After 10 minutes, the plowshare is 
shaped and get cool gradually. We take it out of the mould and test its quality by using a small 
hammer to strike on the new ploughshare. If the new ploughshare lets out a clang, it is of 
good quality. 
We often bring our products to sell at the market in Dong Van district and other 
communes. A brand-new ploughshare costs 300.000 VND (13 USD). In case the local people 
who bring the old ploughshares to exchange with new ones, they have to pay me 150.000 VND 




Figure 3.14. Hmong ploughshare 
(Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
 
Figure 3.15. Hmong hoe 
(Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
The main material for making the Hmong plowshare is cast iron. However, the 
ploughshare used to work on rocky fields would be alloyed with steel in order to maintain the 
durability. In addition, it was revealed by a blacksmith that mixing oak ash with cast iron would 
also strengthen the ploughshare. The ploughshare becomes so strong and durable that it can 
hardly be damaged even when struck with big rocks. 
3.2.4. The ecological knowledge on utilizing rock in daily life 
In Dong Van Karst plateau, rock is considered as the most available material and local 
people here had generated a lot of knowledge on utilizing rock into daily life as well as 
agricultural production. Hmong folklore often refers to essential utensils and tools made of rock 
such as rock kettle, rock grinders and rock mortar. We can see these images in the following Hmong 
panpipe song:  
"Rice is cooked in a rock kettle 
Drinking water is boiled in a bronze pot 
This year, I visit your homeland 
Rice is cooked in a bronze pot 
Drinking water is boiled in a rock kettle 
This year, I visit our homeland." 
(Hung Dinh Quy 2005: 177) 
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In addition, local people have still told the fairy tale of the magic rock grinder which can 
endlessly extract rice, meat, and wine for Hmong people (Nguyen Thi Thu Huyen 2015: 88-89). 
Obviously, these folk song and fairy tale more or less affirms the tradition of rock utilization for 
making essential equipments in the old day even though many of them had not survived up to 
this time. Nowadays, at Vuong Family's Palace, there remains a bathtub made of monolithic rock. 
This bathtub belonged to a wife of 'Hmong Lord' Vuong Chinh Duc who often used it to have a 
bath with goat's milk. 
 
Figure 3.16. Monolithic bathtub of Hmong Lord's wife (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2016) 
At present, rock grinders (Lul jêz jov poz cưr) and mortars (Kror cho tour blêx) are still 
widely employed by Hmong people to prepare maize for traditional dishes. Based on the 
function, grinders are classified into two types: grinders for milling dry maize flour and grinders 
for milling wet maize flour. A professional grinder maker can identify the suitable rock as 
material for making each kind of grinder. For dry flour grinder, they find the blue limestone on 
the mountains. Grinder makers would use the hammer to strike on the rock; then if the rock 
makes sharp sounds, it is agerage hard and suitable for making dry flour grinder. Making wet 
flour grinder which is smaller in size requires harder rocks. The most appropriate rock is 
whetstone, which is more uncommon than blue limestone, often found near rivers or springs. 





Figure 3.17. Hmong grinder 
(Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
 
Figure 3.18. Hmong mortar 
(Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
Mortar is made of rock which has round shape with a radius of 14-16cm. The mortar 
maker often choose the whetstone with high hardness for manufacturing. After finding a 
appropriate rock, they chisel a small hole in the middle then enlarger and deepen to make a bowl 
shape hole as deep as 30-35cm. After that, they continue to chisel the hole in such a way that the 
hole has the shape of concentric circle (Nguyen Thi Thu Huyen 2015: 89). 
As for Lung Hoa B village, grinders and mortars are essential tools which can be seen at 
almost all households. There are no grinder and mortar maker at Lung Hoa B, so villagers have 
to come and buy grinders and mortars at the market. Interestingly, it was noticeable that some 
families did not buy ready-made mortars; they themselves made the mortar by simply chiseled 
and sharpened a hole on a big rock. In recent years, some villagers have turned to machines for 
milling maize flour; however, the majority prefer using rock grinders to using machines because 
'men men' – the traditional dish which is cooked from maize flour ground by rock grinders is 




Figure 3.19. Home-made mortars(Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
The most popular rock utilization by Hmong people at Lung Hoa B village is in 
construction such as rocky fields, rock fences, or rock graves, and so on. My host family has 
sustained the method of building a henhouse in a way that they set many big rocks inside, and 
then scatter warm soil over. Big rocks play the role as dry places for poultry to perch on. It was 
asserted that dry rocks could fight bacteria and prevent epidemics. The technique of arranging 
rocks, which is very useful in making rocky fields, is also adopted to build rock fences 
surrounding their houses. In order to arrange a rock fence, Hmong people at Lung Hoa B firstly 
dig a drain as deep as 20-30cm, and then placed very big rocks inside to make a foundation. The 
foundation must be thick with 1-3 layers of rock depeneding on the height of each fence. The 
thicker the foundation of the fence is, the taller the fence can be. Making a sturdy foundation is 
of great importance so that the whole fence can stand firmly for a long time. After that, smaller 
rocks are formed on the foundation to shape the fence up to the height of approximately less 
than 2m. The rock fence which is 1.2-1.3m in height must have the foundation as thick as 40cm. 
For the rock fence as high as 1.6-2.0m, the foundation must be 60cm in thickness. Noticeably, 
the traditional Hmong rock fence is high enough to prevent animals from jumping over, yet not 
too high for people to look outside. During the process of arranging rock fences, no 
agglutinative substances are employed. The native people estimate and sellect suitable rocks 
with their eyes only, then tightly fit rugged and angular rocks together. An old man at Lung Hoa 
B said that: 
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"Rock fences are very popular at Lung Hoa B and Sa Phin commune. Almost all male 
villagers know the technique of arranging rock fences. We choose rock as the main material for 
building because rock is available here, and rock fence is much sturdy and durable. If we make 
the fence from wood, it will easily collapse when cows or pigs slightly butt at. The fence in my 
house was built long time ago since I was very small. I rememberd when my parents worked on 
the field, they always took notice of collecting rocks and brought home for storing. When my 
family built the fence, my father had to break some more big rocks on the mountain near my 
house, so the amount of rock could be sufficient for the arranging. It took nearly one week to 
finish the rock fence, and it was very useful. On the one hand, the rock fence prevents animals 
from jumping over. On the other hand, it effectively prevents thieves from climbing up into my 
house as rocks on the fence would fall down making the loud noise.  
This work can be thought to be easy at first glance; however, some tricks and a lot of 
care are actually required. For a good rock fence which can firmly stand for tens of years, the 
trick was that we collected rocks that had many flat surfaces. When we arranged the fence, we 
used a hammer to knock on rocks that made all rocks could tightly fit together. In addition, 
turning the flat surface of rocks outside helped the fence became much more flat and beautiful. 
Finally, we covered all gaps between rocks by very small rocks. The fence with many gaps on is 
not sturdy as it can easily collapse because of animals or climate factors. Furthermore, snakes 
and rat will build their nest inside those gaps." 
 
Figure 3.20. A rock fence (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2018) 
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Rock fences is of great significance in the life of Hmong people in the karst plateau. First 
and foremost, only when they decide to set up a house do they start the arrangement of a rock 
fence to mark the boundary of their living space. It also plays a vital role in the protection of the 
house, the garden as well as the cattleshed from thieves and wild animals. Rock fences 
acompanied with the traditional rammed earth house have become a unique cultural landscape of 
Hmong people in the karst plateau.  
'Living in the rocks, being buried in the rocks", goes a universal saying about the hard 
life of local people in the rocky plateau. The native has held a close and eternal attachment to 
rocks. A Hmong person comes into being, grows up with the rocks, and it is a rock grave that he 
is buried in when he passes away. At Lung Hoa B village, I came across a great deal of rock 
graves that were set right in the garden or on the maize field. According to local people, rock 
covers the majority of the surface of karst terrain; as a result, when villagers dig about 1-2m 
only deep into the ground, they would reach the hard rock layer. Consequently, Hmong people 
in the karst plateau ordinarily have their own graves shallowly dug. After lowering the coffin 
into the grave, they fill up the grave with soil, then cover the whole grave with rocks. The layer 
of rocks here protects the grave and especially prevents the erosion that can wash the soil out 
and lead to the exposition of the coffin. I unexpectedly had an opportunity to witness with my 
own eyes the process of building a rock grave during the field work at Dong Van area in 2017. 
My host mother worked as an elementary school teacher at a Hmong village named San Si Tung, 
which is 3 km far from Lung Hoa B. I was told that at San Si Tung village, one Hmong man just 
passed away, and his family was conducting the funeral for him. I immediately asked her to take 
me to San Si Tung and introduce me to that family. Fortunately, they gave me a cordial welcome 
as well as the permission to witness the whole funeral ceremony including the making of the 
rock grave. Traditionally, they keep the coffin at home for 3 days, so relatives and neighbors can 
pay tribute to the dead before it is brought to the field for committing to the earth. On the third 
day, they carried the coffin to the field which was nearly one kilometer far from their house. The 
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grave was set at a quiet even and flat area on the maize field full of big outcropping rocks. After 
the necessary rituals were performed, the coffin was lowered into the grave. Noticeably, they did 
not build the rock grave right on that day; they just filled up the grave with soil then covered 
with branches. They said that the building a rock grave was quite time consuming, and there 
were a lot of guests waiting at home, so they had to come back to express hospitality and 
thankfulness.  
 
Figure 3.21. Building a Hmong grave (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
The building of the grave rock officially began on the following day. When I arrived at 
their house, almost all members had already gathered for breakfast. A cow was slaughtered and 
a big 'thang co' pot was prepared for treating relatives. After that, I followed them to the field 
and it was noteworthy that only male members of all ages did go to the field for the 
establishment of the rock grave. I was told that women had to stay at home for cooking while 
men undertook such a hard work as building rock grave. When they arrived at the grave, at first, 
they scattered out in search of rocks on the fields and the mountain nearby. They tended to select 
big and flattened rocks. They dug a shallow drain surrounded the grave, then arranged a line of 
big rocks to be the foundation. Rocks were arranged one after another from down to top and 
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covered the whole grave. A great importance was attached to building the grave gate. They 
picked the most five beautiful, square rocks which were in same size, then used a hammer to 
carefully eliminate all sharp edges. Five rocks were put fit together into the gate which was set at 
the front of grave. Finally, a paste mixed from cement and sand was adopted to plaster all gaps 
among rocks with a view to enhancing its durability.  
To conclude this chapter, it can be seen that after hunderds of year living and adapting to 
rocky environment, Hmong people at Lung Hoa B village have generated profound 
understanding about the natural conditions of karst plateau, then have come up with smart 
adaptive strategies. The traditional ecological knowledge can be viewed as the important mean 





SOCIAL MECHANISMS BEHIND  
THE TRADITIONAL ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE 
In accompany with ecological knowledge, a great number of specific social mechanisms 
have also been established in order to sustain and preserve this knowledge system. This chapter 
identifies in sequence social mechanisms behind the practice and management of traditional 
ecological knowledge. At first, the study of the knowledge transmission, which undoubtedly is 
the most important and effective mechanism contributing to the preservation of ecological 
knowledge, is introduced in this chapter. The second part focuses on the Hmong rituals and 
traditions related to the rock resource, which is the mechanism for cultural internalization of 
ecological knowledge. Finally, the worldview and cultural values of traditional ecological 
knowledge is put into analysis. 
4.1. The transmission of traditional ecological knowledge 
Hmong people in Dong Van Karst Plateau had nurtured their own model to transmit the 
traditional knowledge from one generation to the next. It is a multidimensional process that 
consists of many specific activities that allow them to gradually integrate and adapt to natural 
environment in a sustainable manner. 
Theoretically, knowledge transmission can be defined as the process by which people 
acquire a multitude of beliefs, attitudes, preferences, knowledge, skills, customs, norms and 
other forms of non-genetic information are passed from individual to individual through learning 
processes such as imitation, teaching, and language (Mesoudi 2013). This process has been of 
fundamental socio-cultural importance to any society. 
"During knowledge transmission over several generations, social institutions are 
gradually crystallized; routine or habitual ways of doing things gradually become the customary 
way that things are done. For children, a community's customary way eventually becomes the given-
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received social world, an analog of the biological-physical world with which it overlaps." (Ruddle 
1993: 19) 
As for Hmong people in Lung Hoa B village in particular and in Dong Van area in 
general, the process of knowledge transmission can be divided into three continuous stages that 
include different features in terms of age, gender as well as the transmission model. 
- The stage one: The initial accustoming to rocky environment. 
- The stage two: Learning through practical activities. 
- The stage three: The intensive training. 
4.1.1. The stage one - The initial accustoming to rocky environment 
The first stage normally is proportional to the period of 0-5 years old of Hmong kids. 
This is the period when Hmong children initially get accustomed to the environment and acquire 
the first ecological knowledge. Noticeably, this stage begins from very early, even since the 
child is only few months old. Probably, there is considerable doubt about the learning ability of 
few months old children since they are too small to learn anything, however, the transmission of 
ecological knowledge actually does begin when children are unintentionally made to familiarize 
with the rocky environment at an early age. A middle-aged man at Lung Hoa B told that: 
"People here have the custom of bringing children to the field from very early. After 
having a baby about several months, Hmong women have to come back to work on the field or in 
the garden. There is nobody els to take care of their children, so Hmong mothers have no choice 
but take their children along to the field even they are few months only. Hmong mothers often 
choose a clean, dry, and insect-free area at the field, unwrap a blanket, then let babies sleep there 
with an umbrella shade. After that, they start their usual work at the field and sometimes come to 
check the status of their baby. There are some cases that the baby cries so much that the mother 




Figure 4.1. Hmong mothers took her kids along to the field (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
When the kids are in the period of 2-5 years old, the involvement of parents as the 
transmitter has not actually started, and they mainly let their children gradually familiarize 
themselves with the rocky environment but in a higher level. Children now have become mobile 
enough, so they can play on their all at the field, climb up big rocks and even go far to 
surrounding areas instead of lying still at one place or being carried by their mothers. It can be 
said that the field, the garden and surrounding areas have become the playground of children in 
which they are free to discover the natural environment and perceive primary ecological signals 
to some extents. In rocky fields, rocks undoubtedly are the popular toy of kids since colorful 
rocks such as white rock, red rock, blue rock, and so on always draw the attention of the kids. 
Parents can take the chance to teach them vocabulary on rocks through playing activities using 
rocks, since children in this period start the language acquisition. 
 
Figure 4.2: Hmong kids play on rocky mountain (Source: Nguyen Phu Xuyen 2018) 
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In general, the first stage is the beginning of knowledge transmission process which is 
characterized by the initial self-awareness and self-discovery about the rocky environment of 
each Hmong child. Remarkably, thanks to the model of 'learning through play', children are 
provided with an opportunity to have a better understanding of the natural rocky environment 
around them, to develop cognitive skills, as well as to gain the self-confidence to engage in more 
intricate experiences. In this period, the process of knowledge transmission still is quite simple 
and not yet gender specific, because children are too young. Anyway, ecological knowledge has 
gradually been engraved on the minds of the children, which creates a firm background for the 
next step of knowledge transmission.  
4.1.2. The stage two - Learning through practical activities 
The period of 6-10 years old is considered as the second stage when children are mobile 
and verbal enough to be taught much more complicated tasks. In this period, the growth of self-
awareness of Hmong children is reinforced by the 'learning through play' model; in the 
meanwhile, the process of knowledge transmission is also characterized by the gradual learning 
of specific ecological knowledgethrough the step-by-step integration to practical activities 
under the instruction of the predecessor. 
It was observed during my fieldwork at Lung Hoa B village that Hmong kids who grow 
up with rocks here had been created a number of games using rocks. Owing to these plays, kids 
are impregnated with ecological understanding on different types of rocks as well as rock 
environment. 
Some popular plays using rocks of Hmong kids in Dong Van karst plateau: 
Hide and seek: This play often happens at a large playground onrocky fields or on the 
mountain. This activity requires kids to have a thorough exploration around the area and the 
ability to identify the secret rock niches to be hiding spaces for not being sought. Sometimes kids 
even arrange rocks into a wall to shield themselves.  
Figure 4.3. Hmong 
Building a family: In this play, Hmong kids use small rocks to arrange small house
cattleshades. They often hold the competition for the most
use rocks as a pen to draw cute symbols, or chisel and sharpen the rock to create household commodities 
such as mortars, beds, and so on. As for boys, they arrange 
to make them collapse. The sturdier house is, the longer house can stand, and the last house which 
remains will achieve the victory. Through this play, kids can ma
rocks by their own eyes, then tightly fit rugged rocks together. This
arranging rocks in much more complicated works such
Figure 4.4. 
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 skillful and fastest arranger
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 activity equips them with
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A Hmong boy arranged a house from rocks 
(Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
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Picking rocks: Picking rocks, the activity using 7 small rocks, is played by little Hmong 
girls only. The player holds the first rock on her hand, then lays the 6 rest rocks on the ground. 
She starts her turn by tossing the first rock then quickly picking one rock, then two rocks, three 
rocks in turn. After picking all rocks, the player tosses all 7 rocks, turns her hand, then catches 
rocks by the back of her hand. The remaining rocks on the back of her hand will be counted as 
her point (oneremaining rock equals one point). They play in turn up to when one player achieves 
100 points. The player must avoid letting rocks fall out of her hand; otherwise, she has to end her 
turn immediately. Rocks used in this play must becarefully selected with the suitable size and 
shape. Importantly, all 7 rocks for playing must be of equal size and their shape is suitable for 
picking up and catching easily. As a result, excessive flat or round rock cannot be employed in 
this play. Flat rocksare difficult to pick up while round rocksare easy to fall out of hand when the 
player catches it by back of her hand. Thus, thanks to this game, players can improve the ability 
of classifying types of rock based on the rock's shape.  
Jumping and kicking the rock:This play is played by both Hmong little girls and boys, 
but mainly girls. Commonly, kids are divided into two teams of two to three members. They 
firstly set up the playground by using a piece of red rock to draw a figure which consists of ten 
squares numbered from 1 to 10. After that, they collect a thick and flat rock called 'boss rock' and 
lay 'boss rock' at the starting point. To begin the play, the player hops while kicks the rock along 
from the first square to the tenth square. When she finishes one round, she turns her back then 
throw the rock on the figure. The square in which the rock fall to will become her 'house'. From 
the next round, she can rest at her 'house' while other players must jump over and cannot let the 
'boss rock' stops at other's house. When two teams occupy all ten 'houses', the play finishes. The 
team who occupy more houses than the opponent will gain the victory. 
Obviously, these traditional games equip Hmong kids with fundamental ecological 
knowledge across various aspects. Kids can achieve a thorough understanding of natural 
environment around them through 'hide and seek' play; meanwhile, such activities as 'building 
house', 'picking up rocks' or 'jumping and kicking rocks' bring about deep knowledge on the 
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classification of rocks. Furthermore, these games contribute to the ability of kids in selecting and 
collecting rocks which have the shape and size as they wish. These all are the profound bases for 
children to reach the mastery of much more complicated knowledge in practical activities.  
Aside from self-learning through plays, parents gradually have proved their worth as the 
main teacher to kids. Parents now deliberately bring kids to the field so that they can observe, 
and get accustomed to practical activities while offering help to their parents to some extents. 
They also have a clear sense of engaging their children in specific works at the field or in the 
garden. Moreover, they start to actually teach ecological knowledge to kids, of course, which is 
simple and appropriate to their age and gender. At that time, instead of playing at the field only, 
kids are supposed to undertake such tasks as collecting detritus to clear the field, or removing 
weeds and bushes out of the field. They also have to learn to use light tools such as hoes, knives 
for working at the field. Kids now can participate in arranging rock embankment of rocky fields 
or building rock fences by collecting small pieces of rocks and covering all gaps on the 
embankment or fences.  
It can be said that knowledge transmission in the second period is characterized by the 
simultaneous occurrence of the self – learning and the transmission from older generations to the 
next, which all have an equivalent influence on the knowledge acquisition of the children. The 
knowledge transmission starts to be gender specific in this period; yet, not so distinctively, since 
knowledge as well as practical activities transmitted are rather simple. Clearing land, weeding, 
or contributing to make rock constructions, and so on can be undertaken by both little boys and 
little girls. In the 'learning through play' model, games are slightly gender specific. Both little 
boys and little girls can play 'hide and seek' together, however, 'building then destroying rock house' 
is mainly favored by boys while little girls prefer playing 'picking rocks' and 'jumping rocks'. 
4.1.3. The stage three - The intensive training 
The third stage is the period of 10-15 years old which marks the puberty of Hmong 
children on which they can acquire and master almost all ecological knowledge, and then apply 
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knowledge to their daily life.In the second period, Hmong kids are supposed to have certain 
knowledge through the observation and partial integration to practical activities. When they shift 
to the third period, they have improved themselves both physically and intellectually, and are 
well-trained enough to integrate in the whole works. In this period, ecological knowledge is 
much more complicated than in stage two, so the process of knowledge transmission primarily 
depends on the channel of older generations. Thanks to the sufficient preparation in the two 
previous periods, the process of knowledge transmission, now highly structured and systematic, 
can happen smoothly. The emphasis now is placed on the process of observing the whole work - 
listening to the instruction - trying to do under the supervision - correcting based on comments. 
Regardless of the complexity of knowledge to be transmitted, the transmitter, often parents, 
firstly must conduct the task once or twice for demonstration, so the learner can observe, 
remember and model on. The transmitter then explains in detail the whole task from the simple 
step to the more complicated one, and answer any questions from the learner. After that, the 
learner must try to do the task under the supervision of the transmitter who would then give 
comments to correct the work of the learner. Finally, once the overall task is implemented, the 
learner can officially participate in the work in accompany with the transmitter. At that time, 
only occasional verbal correction is needed, and the role of transmitter is gradually eliminated 
when learner totally can master the whole ecological knowledge.The process of knowledge 
transmission in the third period can be illustrated by following stories13.  
The Hmong father taught his son how to train a plowing cow 
After the New Year holiday, the Hmong father took his son to the field to teach the son 
how to train a plowing cow. The son was only around 15 years old and looked a bit nervous. The 
father at first tied two ropes on the cow, then commanded the cow to go for some drives while 
explaining incessantly to his son. After a while, the father gave the rope to the son and asked him 
to take a try. The son did not seem to be ready yet and quite hesitated to follow the order of the 
                                                          
13 I collected these stories during the field work in Dong Van Karst Plateau in February-March 2017. 
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father. The father encouraged and insisted the son to do at once. He said: "It was very easy, just 
tried and you would get accustomed to this task right away". After a while of thinking, the son 
started taking the rope and tried to direct the cow to go straight. He seemed to be unconfident, 
and the cow often jumped in wrong direction sometimes. The father smiled and talked loudly: 
"Hold the rope steady, give orders to the cow in loud voice", and so on. He looked like a little bit 
depressed and complained that he needed one - two days only for training a ploughing cow, but 
for his inexperienced son, "one week or even more, probably".  
Little boys learned to build a rock grave 
A group of Hmong men moved to the field with a view to building a rock grave. There 
were several little boys who were around 10-15 years old in the group. They followed adults to 
the field in order to learn the technique of arranging rock grave. When the group arrived at field, 
a middle-aged man gathered all little boys and charged them with the task of collecting rocks for 
arranging. After picking up a quite big and flat rock and showing the rock to little boys as a 
sample,he then required little boys to go around the field and the surrounding area to collect 
rocks with the same size. Afterwards, kids hang around to find rocks then brought them to him so 
that he could check whether collected rocks met the requirement or not.  
Once the task of collecting rocks wascompleted, little boys could not engage in the next 
task of arranging because it was quite complicated. When adults built the grave, kids spent 
almost time observing and listening the discussion between adults,which was also useful for kids 
to understand more about the task complex. The boy sometimes took advantage of serving adults 
with water, wine, and pipe tobacco to make questions to adults. They could make quite a good 




Figure 4.5. Hmong kids integrated into the practical tasks under supervision of adults  
(Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
It can be said that, the third period is considered as the most important among three 
periods of knowledge transmission. Hmong kids in this period are taught almost all necessary 
ecological knowledge which help them to survive in a rocky environment. Kids now are ready for 
utilizing perceived knowledge to deeply involved in all daily tasks just as the adult generations.  
 
Figure 4.6. The model of ecological knowledge transmission of Hmong people in Dong Van 
Karst Plateau (Source: created by the author) 
 
The above figure illustrates the basic stages in the process of knowledge transmission, 
which allows Hmong people to gradually approach the system of traditional ecological 
knowledge, make a progress to master and utilize knowledge in reality. Afterwards, the process 
of knowledge transmission continues persistently; however, it is not so clearly observed as in the 
first three periods. As we can see, the knowledge transmission is described as an upside down 
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triangle that has three parts being appropriate to three stages of the knowledge transmission. The 
first stage is the smallest part of the triangle that shows the small amount of ecological 
knowledge being transmitted to Hmong kids. The second and third stages are bigger and bigger 
which illustrate much more complicated knowledge that kids have to access and master. After 
these three stage, even when Hmong kids reach adulthood, they keep acquiring ecological 
knowledge from older generations. Let us take the case of building rock grave which I 
introduced above as an example. During the process of arranging the rock grave, even though 
middle-aged men already mastered the entire task complex and were the main labor forces, they 
still needed to discuss and listen to instructions from the elderly. 
The process of knowledge transmission among Hmong community is influenced by a 
large number of socio-cultural factors. If the custom of taking kids along to work brings Hmong 
kids the opportunity to have an early approach to ecological knowledge, the close kinship 
enables information transferring channels by clan members such as cousins, uncles, and so on, to 
kids aside from parents as the main mentor. 
The transmission process is age specific with three separate stages which correspond 
with the age ranges: 'few months to 5 years old', '6 to 10 years old', and '11 to 15 years old' 
relatively. There are specific knowledge and tasks which are accessible to learners in each stage. 
The higher stage they are in, the harder knowledge and tasks they can acquire. On the other hand, 
the gender distinctiveness has become more obvious over three stages. The first stage of 
knowledge transmission does not show any sign of gender distinctiveness, while the second 
stage reveals the little spark of gender specific of being. The third stage proclaims the most 
recognizable gender difference across a variety of features of knowledge transmission. In this 
very stage, Hmong boys and girls would be equipped with the approach to different knowledge 
transmitted by people of the appropriate sex. Ordinarily, boys have to learn to master such tough 
knowledge and tasks as plowing field or arranging rock constructions instructed by the father 
while girls focus on learning from the mother more simple tasks that do not require physical 
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strength, for instance, hoeing field, sowing, or harvesting. Worth mentioning is that the process 
of transmission is always associated in specific places in correspondence with relevant 
knowledge. To be precise, the field is the biggest school where Hmong kids can achieve almost 
all the ecological knowledge on the taxonomy of rocks, agricultural cultivation, building rocky 
fields, and so on. In addition, they also learn how to rock fences at home or planting vegetables 
in the garden. 
Finally, the process of traditional ecological knowledge transmission in Hmong society 
is a multidimensional process. The vertical transmission reflects the transmission between 
parents and children following the vertical top-down trend; meanwhile, the transmission may 
also occur among individuals of the same generation (horizontal dimension) with the case of 
kids who learn from each other through activities. 
4.2. Cultural internalization – Rock related ritual and traditions 
Rock-related ritual and traditions are the expression of cultural internalization which is 
the next category following the knowledge transmission in the hierarchy of social mechanisms. 
Meanwhile, the mechanism of knowledge transmission plays an important role in passing 
traditional ecological knowledge from generation to generation, rock-related rituals and 
traditions raise ecological knowledge from a simple body of empirical knowledge to a higher 
level as an important position in the belief system of local Hmong people. 
For Hmong people at Lung Hoa B village, their strong belief in the existence and the 
power of the rock spirit has a deep influence on their spiritual and physical life. Their belief at 
first goes along with the reverent awe of the rock spirit. It is to say that the obsession with the 
rock spirit had raised for a long time agoin their consciousness. The image of the 'ghost of rock' 
(Đaz poz jêz) sometimes doing severe harm to people are frequently heard in Hmong folk-songs. 
The following folk-song can be an example: 
"I work at the field 
I meet a ghost of rock 
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I work at the valley 
I meet a ghost of forest 
I am sore all over 
I quickly come back home 
The pain does not let me go 
I lie down on the bed 
I breathe my last" 
(Hung Dinh Quy 2005: 146) 
The reverent awe of the rock spirit has led to the fact that villagers must be very cautious 
and have generated many taboos in order to harmoniously interact to the rock spirit. They are 
especially afraid of inadvertently violating the personal space of the rock spirit or bumping into 
a rock spirit. The shared experience is that they should staying far away from high and sloping 
cliffs, especially those with loads of tottery rocks in days of heavy rain and strong wind since 
they are afraid that the ghost of rock would roll big rocks down and damage the crop, house and 
people's life. They also avoid making a fire near big tottery rocks with the fear that it may have 
some serious impacts on the rock spirit and punish them by dropping rocks. Specially, when 
building their house, they rarely choose to set their house near ravines, cliffs and caves, because 
in Hmong conceptions, these places bear a very close resemblance to the mouth of wild beasts. 
It is to say that these beasts would swallow all of good fortunes in the house and people living 
there become unlucky and often get diseases.  
On the one hand, they interact to the rock spirit with a sense of reverent awe. On the 
other hand, they also have a strong sense of asking for the protection from the rock spirit. The 
belief in worshiping the rock spirit is very popular in this area with a number of expressions. For 
example, before villagers exploit rock on the mountain, they do not forget to say their prayers to 
the rock spirit and the god of mountain with the hope that the work would go smooth without 
accidents such as the rock pulling their legs or sharp pieces of detritus cutting their limbs. When 
they cross cliffs and ravines, if their legs suddenly get weak and weary in their legs, they 
immediately attribute to the rock spirit residing on those places, they then break a stick of dry 
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wood then prop up there in order to borrow the power of rock to lessen the burden on their 
shoulder and wipe out the fatigue. The rock spirit even is invited to become the godparent who 
would take good care of a sick children. This unique custom originated from the belief in the 
power of rock spirit as well as the hardness of rock symbolizing the great strength. As for 
Hmong families having a sick child, they come to the T-junction or four-way crossroad and find 
a tall, big, hard rock standing alone with the shape of a living person which they would call the 
'birth rock' and consider the godparent of the sick child. They hold a ritual by tying red threads 
on the 'birth rock', then saying prayers to the birth rock so that the rock spirit can transmit its 
power to those red threads. After that, they tie those red threads on the neck of the sick child and 
tell the child that 'The godparent rock parents give these red threads to you. This will help you to 
have a good health and good fortune'. The child is supposed to wear those thread on his/ her 
neck with the belief that he/she is being protected by the rock spirit.  
The belief in the rock spirit is clearly illustrated in the Hmong funeral. In the karst 
plateau area, local people uphold a tradition of building rock graves in order to protect the dead 
body, and, furthermore, they believe that the rock spirit can cover and warm up the soul of the 
dead. As said by an old man at Lung Hoa B village, after a Hmong person is buried, the soul of 
the dead will stay on the land of living for a few days, so the living people have to visit and feed 
the soul for three days. On the first day, they bring three empty bamboo tubes which contain 
water, wine, rice and meat to the grave for feeding the dead' soul. On next two days, they take 
offerings to the halfway point and hang three offerings tubes on a big rock or a rock shore which, 
from their point of view, is the temporary shelter of the dead' soul before going to the next world. 
It is the rock spirit who sees off the soul in the journey to the afterworld. Because of the belief in 
the dead' soul residing at rocks, villagers strictly do not burn out the belongings of the dead such 
as old clothes, blanket, mat, and so on, but place these things on big rocks in order to let them 
decompose, so that the dead' soul can receive its belongings and continues using in the 
afterworld. There is also a taboo that the living people place the dead's belongings on rock big 
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rocks only but absolutely avoid hanging the belongings of the dead on trees. They believe that if 
they violate this taboo, the business of living people will fall into ruin. 
 
Figure 4.7. The dead's belongings were placed on 
rocks (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh2017) 
 
Figure 4.8. Bamboo tubes contained offerings 
(Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
Specially, local people commonly worship the rock spirit as the guardian god who will 
protect them from terrible evils. The belief is very popular in Dong Van Karst Plateau that is 
practiced under various forms and scales. In region scale, the most famous cases which should 
be concerned are the worship of the mountain god at the 'Co Tien double mountain' in Quan Ba 
district and the 'White Cliff' in Meo Vac district. These natural landscapes that were attached to 
myths and were sanctified by local people had become holy places where local people often hold 
a ceremony to worship and pray for good blessings at the beginning of a new year.  
The myth of the 'Co Tien double mountain', Quan Ba district14 
Once upon a time, in Quan Ba, there was a Hmong young man who was very handsome 
and excellent at playing flute. His fantastic flute melodies could even soar to the heaven. On 
hearing the flute melodies, a fairy namely 'Hoa Dao" was so moved that she decided to descend 
to earth to meet the Hmong man. She stayed on earth and got married to the Hmong man. They 
lived happily and had an affectionate son. Unfortunately, the Emperor of heaven heard the story 
and forced the fairy to come back the heaven. Hoa Dao decided to leave her breast on earth 
tofeed her son, which became the double mountain resembling a mother breast. Local people 
                                                          
14 Retrieved from http://dongvangeopark.com/nui-doi-quan-ba-gia-tri-di-san-dia-chat-doc-dao/ on 15th August, 2018. 
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called these two mountains 'Co Tien double mountain'. Thanks to her breast milk, the weather of 
this area turned become cool and fresh. Her tears became the river Mien.  
The myth of the 'White Cliff', Meo Vac district15 
One upon a time, the area of Meo Vac had a high and grandiose mountain which was 
always was covered with white clouds. This was the residence of a kind-hearted and beautiful 
fairy. Thanks to her support, local people here lived in security and well-being. Local people 
named the mountain the Fairy mountain. In the middle of the highest cliff, there was a medicinal 
plant which could cure all diseases. However, it was so high that nobody could climb up to get it. 
In this area, there was a happily married couple; unfortunately, the wife got a disease which was 
so serious that no doctor could cure. The husband felt sad and cried so much. After that, He was 
determined to climb up the high cliff on the Fairy mountain to collect the medicinal plant to cure 
his wife. He drove thousands of stakes on the cliffs to make ladder rungs, and finally, he could 
reach the top and got the plant to save his wife. Magically, when he got down the ground, stakes 
all disappeared, no one is ever being successful in climbing up the cliff to get the medicinal plant. 
The fairy was so moved by the sincere love story of the couple; that she shed tears; and her tears 
falling into the ground was called the 'tear of fairy' or the 'tear of rock' by local people. The 
person who could catch these drops of tear would be always healthy and makea good fortune. 
 
Figure 4.9. The 'White Cliff' in Meo Vac district (Source: Nguyen Phu Xuyen 2018) 
                                                          




Furthermore, the practice of worshiping the big rock as the guardian rock (Jêz xênhz) 
(somewhere called the 'ancestor rock' or 'grandparents rock'), is so popular that this can be seen 
at almost any Hmong families in Dong Van area.There often are a lot of big outcropping at their 
own construction land and cultivated land in the karst plateau, rocks and they will choose one 
among them to be the guardian rock. The guardian rock must be the rock to stand firm on the 
ground, which symbolize the eternal stableness and prosperity.  
The ritual of worshiping the guardian rock requires the participation of all family 
members. On the ceremony day, all members of family have to gather to perform the ritual. 
Women cook and prepare the offering for the ritual while men roughly clean up the guardian 
rock. When the preparation is all done, members of family gather before the guardian rock and 
offer the guardian rock a tray of wine, meat, soya curd and rice, sometimes including 'men men'. 
The head of family burns three sticks of incense, then he and others kneel in prayers. After that, 
the head of family waits until the incense sticks burn out to collect the offerings, then shares 
them among family members. The above steps can be seen as the basic procedure of the ritual 
for worshiping the guardian rock of Hmong people living in Dong Van Karst Plateau, which was 
recapitulated during my fieldworks in 2017-2018. The ritual, in fact, varies across families and 
villages. Another very interesting case was of a middle-aged man who worships not a usual big 
rock but a gigantic rock behind his house. When interviewed about the rock worshiping ritual, 
he took me to the back of his house, and showed me the guardian rock of his family, which 
surprisingly was a gigantic rock. Honestly, from my perspective, it was a small mountain, not a 
rock because it was so big and there were even many trees growing on that rock. He 
intentionally set the house near the gigantic rock, so the rock could cover up for their family. 
The old man said that: 
"I worshipped this rock because it was very big and deep rooted into the ground so the 
rock was stable enough to protect my family from evil influences. The rock is hereditary, so 
when I leave this world in the future, my son would take my place of worshipping it." 
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So much importance was attached to the holding of the ritual of worshipping the 
guardian rock by Mr. Cha that he even set a traditional Hmong altar on the rock. This altar, made 
of a thick piece of paper attached some cock feathers,specially made for ritual; meanwhile, other 
Hmong families normally held the ritual without the altar. "Every year, I slaughtered a red 
feather cock to make the offering to the guardian rock. The red feather cock in Hmong belief 
would bring about the good fortune so I hoped that owing to hold the ritual, my family would be 
fortunate for all new yearlong".  
 
Figure 4.10. The guardian rock 
(Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2018) 
 
Figure 4.11. An altar made of paper and 
cock feathers (Source: Nguyen Ngoc 
Minh 2018) 
As for Lung Hoa B village, the expression of this belief varies. Some families prefer to 
select rocks at their corn field as the guardian rocks because, they would like the guardian rocks 
to protect their corn fields from wild animals or thieves while they are not there and to help 
increase the crops productivity than usual. Meanwhile, other families tend to perform the ritual 
right next to their house, so the rock can protect the people, the house, the cattleshed, and the 
gardens. In addition, Hmong people at Lung Hoa B village are observed to hold the ritual once 
per year on the second day of lunar new year while the ceremony in other villages would be 
conducted twice per year. The first time is at the beginning of new year on which they pray for 
good fortune and an abundant crop, and the second time is after harvesting corn when they 
express their gratitude to the rock spirit who have supported them all the agricultural year along.  
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In normal circumstances, each Hmong family worships their family's own guardian rock, 
however, there are some rare cases that a great number of families or even all people of a village 
share and co-worship one guardian rock only. At San Si Tung village, which is 3 km far from 
Lung Hoa B village, I had a chance to talk with a middle-aged man who possesses the guardian 
rock of the entire village. I was taken to the corn field and shown the guardian rock of his family 
which was a quite big blue rock. It could be understood from what he said that aside from his family, 
villagers often come to worship and send prayers to this guardian rock. The man told me that: 
"I chose this rock to be the guardian rock for my family because it was beautiful in shape 
and color. It was a 'living rock' which had legs sunk deep into the earth and was growing day by 
day, which made it look like a living person. At the beginning of lunar new year, I made 
offerings including three rice spoons, a cup of wine and asked my family all to pray to the 
guardian rock. There is not any standard prayer among Hmong people, so each person will pray 
in his own words. As for me, my prayer is often simple: 'In the new year, I hope that the guardian 
rock will providesupport and enable my family to have a good health and a good fortune. Please 
protect us when we cultivate at the rocky field and help us avoid subterranean rocks which will 
drag my leg and my ploughshare; furthermore, please protect us against accidents during 
cultivating at the rocky field'. Even though the rock was at my land, other people in the village also 
came to worship the rock and pray for good fortune, so the rock has gradually become the guardian 
rock of the entire village". 
 
Figure 4.12. The Hmong man kneeled in prayer before the guardian rock 
(Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
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The case of the guardian rock at San Si Tung village illustrates the proceeding of the 
rock worshiping belief from family scale to village scale since the guardian rock that is 
worshiped by one single family has gradually been raised up as the sacred thing of the whole 
village community. According to my host father sayings, this belief is quite popular in Hmong 
villages in the karst plateau.My host father said: 
"Ordinarily, each Hmong village here often select a natural thing such as a tree or a rock 
to be the common sacred thing which is worshiped by the whole villagers. As for my village, 
Lung Hoa B village, the sacred thingvillagers worship is a big dry tree, while other neighbor 
villages like San Si Tung village or Ha Ho village worship a sacred rock". 
To demonstrate his sayings, my host fathertook me to go to meet his uncle – an old man 
living at Ha Ho village, a neighbor village of Lung Hoa B. The old man told me the story about 
the guardian rock of his village which is worshiped by all Ha Ho villagers as follows: 
"I do not know that since when we started to worship this rock, but our ancestors always 
gave uswarnings about its sacredness. If anybody breaks that rock, he or she would be punished 
(like falling into sickness or getting much bad luck), as a result, we all believed in the sacredness 
of the guardian rock, and considered it as the common sacred rock of the entire village. We held 
the rock worshiping ceremony all year round but not in fixed schedule. It is compulsory tohold 
the ritual at the beginning of new year and after harvesting; in addition, on occasion of events 
such as building a new house, getting married, having a baby, and so on, villagers all perform the 
ritual to send prayers to the guardian rock for great blessings. Villagers who got much 




Figure 4.13. The sacred guardian tree of Lung 
Hoa B village (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2016) 
 
Figure 4.14. The sacred guardian rock of Ha Ho 
village (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2018) 
Thus, the ecological knowledge to adapt to the rock environment has a significant 
influence in the belief system of Hmong people in Dong Van Karst Plateau. To some extents, 
ecological knowledge makes a contribution to the establishment and upholding of a series of 
rituals and traditions related to rock resource. On the contrary, thanks to the annual practice of 
these rituals and traditions, ecological knowledge has gradually been crystallized and engraved 
into the consciousness of each Hmong person. It can be said that rituals and traditions also 
contribute to the preservation of traditional knowledge, as revealed by Chapin (1991) "where 
traditions remain strong, people see no need to make special efforts to preserve knowledge; they 
simply practice their culture" (Adapted from Berkes 2000: 1258). 
On the one hand, the regular practicing rituals and traditions enables local people to 
remember andappropriately interpret ecological signals from the environment. Take some of 
their taboos as examples. In fact, a number of taboos are derived from ecological experience and 
knowledge. For instance, the taboo of staying away from the ghost of rock living at cliffs or 
mountain sides,was in fact originated from the characteristics of the karst plateau topography. 
The high slopes combined with rain water and wind gradually denude the surface soil; as a result, 
the big rock that is not deep-rooted into the ground turns nonstationary and then roll down. 
Similarly, the taboo of avoiding making a fire near tottery rock edge and shore is to prevent the 
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case of rock dilation due to the fact that heat makes the rock brittle, which raises the possibility 
an accident. Also, the experience of building a house far away from caves or ravines is to limit 
the influence of unhealthy natural gases accumulated in caves or ravines. Apparently, not all 
rituals are explicable in ecological terms, nor should they be. Yet, it is obvious that much of 
ecological adaptive experience is hidden and preserved in the system of rituals and traditions, 
only that ecological knowledge has now been modified to other forms that were deeply imburied 
in their mind, since, it is linked to the spiritual world. On the other hand, rock-related-rituals and 
traditions convey respect and help them remember the importance of the rock resource; as a 
result, they raise up the sense of managing and preserving the rock resource among local people. 
"Ritual obligations, right to community resources, and management obligations are all inter-
linked" (Berkes 2000: 1258). 
4.3. Worldview and Cultural values 
4.3.1. The rock in the Hmong worldview 
The last category of socialmechanisms includes worldviewsandcultural values of Hmong 
people in Dong Van Karst Plateau. This category rounds out the knowledge - practice - belief 
hierarchy that describes traditional knowledge. Worldview or cosmology consists of 
essentialbeliefs mainly contributing to structure observations and awareness that bring 
about ecological knowledge. 
"Thus, an essential component for traditional knowledge and practice for ecologically 
sustainable outcomes is a worldview that provides appropriate environmental ethics"  
(Berkes 2000: 1259).  
In the belief system of Hmong people, the ecological system is a 'community of beings' 
in which humans are part of an interacting set of living things. Aside from humans, there are a 
great number of other living things such as animals, plants, and even natural factors like rock, 
soil, and so on, that have spirits and being sentient. They all can be watchful and aware of 
people's behavior. In rocky ecological system of karst plateau like Dong Van area, Hmong belief 
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system is featured by the belief in the rock spirit. This long-persisting belief has shaped their 
view of the world. This section focuses on two Hmong beliefs to show their unique perspectives: 
1) The rock is a living thing just like human beings; 2) The rock is the 'sprout of life', so human 
have to show the respect to the rock to ensure the sustainable development. 
4.3.1.1. The rock - a living thing 
In the consciousness of Hmong people living in the karst plateau, the rock is not a simple 
natural factor; it is considered as a being just like humans. They believe that rocks also have to 
follow the same life cycle as humans coming into being - growing up - being dead. They 
generated a set of their own jargons revealing that rocks are truly living their own life.'Parent 
rocks' give birth and nourish 'living rocks' by their own body, so living rocks have to be 
cemented to parent rock in order to 'grow up'. Living rock even can 'shed tears', can 'sweat', and 
finally, when living rocks are separated from parent rocks, they become 'dead rocks'. As local 
peole explained: The 'living rock' is outcropping rocks which are firmly attached into the 'parent 
rock' or have legs rooted deep into the ground.The 'dead rock' is blocks of rock which are 
separate from the parent rock and lie on the ground only, so dead rocks can be moved to another 
place.The 'growing up rocks' are living rocks which are outcropping on the ground. It is the rain 
water eroding the soil layers on the surface of the ground results in the fact that the rock would 
be exposed. Local Hmong people notice that the rock has gradually become bigger and bigger, 
so they call it the growing up rock.The tears of rock or the sweats of rock are drops of water on 
the body of rock, which can be moisture, dewdrop or rain-water. They believe that rocks are 
shedding tears or sweating. 
4.3.1.2. Rocks is the sprout of life 
Hmong people consider rocks an important partner in process of adapting to ecological 
system of karst plateau. Living in such an extremely harsh environment as karst plateau where 
there is nothing but rocks, surprisingly, local Hmong people here do not have one iota of 
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disgracing or refusing rocks; on the contrary, they believe that rocks are the sprout of life on 
which they can depend on to overcome the difficulty of their living environment. 
Hmong proverbs and fairy tales can reveal many unique viewpoints of Hmong 
cosmology on the position of rocks as the foundation of life. As a Hmong proverb said: 
"The wealth lies on the rock 
The hard working brings about the prosperity" 
(Le Trung Vu 1994: 23) 
A number of unique viewpoints on Hmong cosmology on the position of rocks as the 
foundation of life are revealed in Hmong fairy tales. In these tales, the image of the rock 
symbolizing the everlasting stableness is frequently seen. It is believed by Hmong people that at 
the beginning of the world, the earth was only a block of thin mud which was very weak. There 
existed two gods namely Mr. Tray and Ms. Tray who created rocks and plants, which they 
strengthened the earth. Since that time, the earth became solid. The land was stable thanks to the 
rock. Rocks were the only material of eternal hardness. Rocks were strong. Rocks did not lose 
its shape so it was everlasting. (Nguyen Manh Tien 2014: 41). In addition, Rocks brought about 
the fire to light and heat the life of people; rocks offered Hmong people the valuable corn seed 
which afterwards became their most important crop plant. 
Human, fire, and corn plant 
'The husband and wife went into the forest in search for food. They picked wild fruit and 
threw rocks on wild animals. One day, the rock thrown by them collided with another rock that 
caused the red flash which they called 'fire'. The fire caught falling leaves, then ate up leaves and 
branches. When the fire went out, they found some small animals which were burnt to death. 
They said to each other: The meat which was eaten by the fire first was very delicious. Since then, 
they knew how to have roast meat.  
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One day, they came to an unknown rock cave and saw a seed in a niche which they could 
not get. They asked rats for help to get it and then cultivate this seed. After a few months, it grew 
high and gave birth to a big fruit containing grains. They called this plant corn". 
(Le Trung Vu 2010: 31-32) 
Specially, the popular image of wealth-abundant rock caves on the mountain proves the 
Hmong unique belief that people can depend on rocks to achieve the prosperity. The tale of 'Cu 
and Cau' speaks of a Hmong boy who did a favor for a green dragon, so the dragon showed him 
the way to  the rock cave where its valuables are stored (Duong Thi Phuong et al., 2014: 18-24). 
Meanwhile, the tale of 'Grandmother and two grandchildren' narrates of a sacred cave on the 
mountain with a lot of foods and drinks hidden (Le Trung Vu 2010: 171-175). We also can see 
the similar motif in other tales such as 'The orphan and sister' (Duong Thi Phuonget al., 2014: 
14-17), 'One good turn deserves another' (Duong Thi Phuong et al., 2014: 40-43), and so on. 
Obviously, Hmong fairy tales and proverbs all confirm the unique belief of Hmong 
people that rocks are the sprout of life. Likewise, in reality, rocks prove its worth across aspects 
of their life. Rocks are the integral material of local people in this area. This material, through 
the hands of talented Hmong handicraftsman, becomes household commodities in Hmong 
families. It is rocks that are mainly employed to build the solid foundation for Hmong houses, to 
arrange the rock fence enclosing people, to set the rocky field by which humans can cultivate on 
sloping areas, and to build the rock grave that covers the dead's body. They initiatively cultivate 
crop plants near big rocks or inside niches, so the rocks protect plants from wind and rain, 
furthermore, the drops of 'perspiration' and 'tear' of rocks, which consist of nutrients from 
chemical components of rocks or from moss stuck on rock's surface flow down, infiltrate into 
the ground, and enhance the fertility for soil. 
Because of the significant role of rocks, they acknowledge an obligation to show respect 
to the rock to ensure a sustainable development. Local people in the karst plateau show their 
appreciation to the rock resource by maintaining the attitude of humility in their duration of 
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excavating the rock resource. They have to send prayers to the rock spirit and ask for permission 
before making a rock quarry. They also hold rituals in which they make offerings in order to show 
their respect to rocks. Many other expressions of the respectful relationship between humans and 
the rock in rock-related-rituals and traditions can be seen and introduced in section 4.2. 
4.3.2. Hmong cultural values and traditional ecological knowledge 
Aside from the perspectives, the generating of the traditional ecological knowledge has 
also created prominent cultural values that are not the business of ecology, are relatively relevant 
to traditional ecological knowledge. As for the case of Hmong people living at Lung Hoa B village, 
'sharing' and 'reciprocity' are the most outstanding values that have deep rooted into their mind.  
4.3.2.1. 'Sharing' 
The value of sharing guarantees the harmonious excavation of the rock resource within 
the Hmong community in Lung Hoa B village. Before 2010, apart from the rock resource in 
private lands, rocks in natural areas as a whole was considered as a public property, so this 
abundant resource is all 'shared' by villagers. In other words, all villagers had the equal right to 
the access of this resource, and they could exploit rocks to meet their basic demands without 
inhibition. After 2010, the event that Dong Van Karst Plateau became the official member of 
Global Geopark network had created a slight environmental stress within the local Hmong 
community in the karst plateau. The policy towards the rock exploitation was tightened; the rock 
resource used to be considered an unbounded resource in the past has now been referred to a 
limited one. As a result, the more severe restriction on the rock exploitation led to the shortage 
of rock materials in many Hmong families. In such a difficult situation, the value of 'sharing' 
increasingly proved its worth as a simple but very effective method to alleviate the shortage of 
materials. There was a sharing of the rock resource in private lands among villagers. Families 
whosethe insufficient rock resource could not meet the demands could ask for the support 
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from their neighbors or relatives who were always generous and willing to share their 
resource to people in need.A middle-aged man at Lung Hoa B said:  
"Since 2010, villagers have not been allowed to exploit the rock resource in natural areas 
anymore; meanwhile, there is an increasing scarcity of rock materials in private land, which 
resulted in the fact that many households in the village to who would like to have a rock 
excavation to build a new house or arrange a new rock fence were deprived of rock materials. In 
that case, they could ask their neighbors or relatives for rock materials to satisfy the urgent need. 
Naturally, asking for rock materials to meet the basic need was possible, however, the big 
exploitation was not allowed." 
4.3.2.2. 'Reciprocity' 
Aside from 'sharing', 'reciprocity' is a fundamental cultural values that is relevant to the 
system of traditional knowledge. It is the 'sharing' that creates the major premise to establish and 
maintain the value of 'reciporcity'. 'Sharing' itself is one expression of 'reciprocity' since "sharing 
may carry an expectation of return (reciprocity) and can serve as somewhat of an insurance 
policy against future shortages" (Sutton and Anderson 2014: 115). Along with 'sharing', 
'reciprocity' helps to maintain social ties within the whole community, consequently, that bring 
about a collective source of power to adapt to the harsh rocky environment. In practicing and 
managing traditional ecological knowledge, the value of reciprocity is manifested clearly among 
villagers at Lung Hoa B, especially among the members of the clans. Not only do villagers share 
the resource, but they also reciprocate each other's support. In most cases, such ecological works 
as ploughing rocky fields, arranging rock fences, building houses, or making rocky graves all are 
the hardest, and villagers often rely on the support of neighbors and relatives who are always 
enthusiastic and willing to offer help as much as possible. There are a great number of cases in 
which even though the host does not call for help, others still volunteer to come and assist the 
host in finishing the work. It can be said that reciprocity is a very typical cultural value of 
Hmong society, which is not only expressed in ecological practices but also in other spheres. 
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During my field work in Dong Van area, I realized the value of 'reciprocity' in many ecological 
activities of local Hmong people here. First, let us come back the example of building the rocky 
grave which was mentioned in the section 3.2.4. When villagers heard of the news of their 
relative's death, they immediately came to condole with the host. Specially, it could be observed 
that they all brought something to the funeral such as some kilos of corn, a bottle of wine, a 
chicken, and so on, and all this support was recorded in a notebook by the host. After that, they 
helped the host to perform the rituals. It was the clan members who helped to carry the coffin to 
the graveyard and built the 'new house' (rock grave) for the dead. Thus, the funeral could hardly 
be smoothly held without the support from other members of the clan. This case can serve as a 
typical example of 'reciprocity' in Hmong society. It seems that every member in Hmong 
community is all well aware of their obligation to help people in need and they may receive the 
return in the future. The case of my host family can be another example proving the 'reciprocity' 
within the village's community. At the beginning of March 2017, when almost all families in the 
village finished the task of ploughing the field, my host father had not done anything because of 
the very busy work at the Committee, so he had to resort to the help of his relatives. He borrowed 
a ploughing cow of his own brother and asked a nephew for help. When the nephew accomplished 
the task, my host family prepared a big meal to treat the nephew and offered him a sum of money 
as a gift with gratitude. My host father explained that: 
"He helped me now, and I would repay him for his service in the future. People here 
often helped each other in that way. When we knew that other members in the clan were in need, 
we would come to help them no matter how far we could offer". 
In general, cultural values such as 'sharing' and 'reciprocity' make acontribution to the 
harmonious exploitation of the rock resource. Furthermore, these values have had their shares to 
maintain social ties; whereby they brought about a strong collective power which allows the 
community of local people here to much more easily adapt to the harsh environment of karst plateau. 
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To make a conclusion, in this chapter, the emphasis is put on the social mechanisms 
behind ecological practices and management. It can be seen that social mechanisms all are 
identified and organized in sequence from the knowledge transmission to cultural internalization 
(rock-related rituals and traditions) and to the basic worldview of Hmong culture in which 
ecological knowledge is embedded. By some means and other, traditional ecological knowledge 
has proceeded, been crystalized, and deeply integrated into the Hmong society, which brought 
about a hierarchy of special social mechanisms. As a result, a socio-ecological linkage arose in 
which ecological knowledge and social mechanisms influenced reciprocally.  
On the one hand, ecological knowledge has been crystallized into social mechanisms and 
contributed to structure social mechanisms bearing the ecological hallmark. On the other hand, 
social mechanisms ensured the sustainable existence of traditional ecological knowledge. This 
socio-ecological correlation is significant to maintain the ability of local Hmong people to 





THE TRANSFORMATION OF TRADITIONAL ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE  
IN THE CONTEMPORARY PERIOD 
Over hundreds of years, TEK had been generated and sustained by local Hmong people 
in Dong Van Karst Plateau. However, because of the influence of modernization and, especially, 
the event that this area was designated as a member of Global Geopark network by UNESCO in 
2010, TEK had transformed more or less in order to adapt the new situation. In this chapter, I 
focus primarily on the changes of TEK in the contemporary context. At first, the change in 
management mode of the rock resource is mentioned since TEK related much to the exploitation 
and utilization of rock resource. After that, I illustrate the change in many aspects of TEK in the 
wave of modernization and tourism. Finally, the danger of extinction of TEK at present is analyzed.  
5.1. Management mechanism of rock resources and changes 
As can be seen, for hundreds of years, there has always been a close association between 
the life of indigenous residents in this karst plateau and the exploitation of the rock resource. As 
a result, rocks have become significant resources to any ethnic community in Dong Van area. At 
Lung Hoa B village, the own traditional mode of management was adopted by villagers in order 
to administer rock resources. It is noteworthy that on October 3rd, 2010, the area of Dong Van 
Karst Plateau was designated by the UNESCO as one official member of Global Geoparks 
Network, which marked the considerable transformation in management mechanism of rock 
resources in this karst area. In accompany with the designation by UNESCO, a number of 
peremptory policies were promulgated by Vietnam government in the hope that geological 
heritages and natural landscapes in Dong Van area are protected and preserved. This has had a 
considerable influence in the exploitation and utilization of rock resources of local Hmong 
people. Consequently, the traditional mode of management sustained by the village community 
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more or less has changed while the new mechanism of management that combined the 
integration of both government and local people emerged.  
5.1.1. The traditional mode of management 
In general, the area of Lung Hoa B village falls into two categories: the first is resident 
areas mainly located in the valley, right next to mountain bases or along mountain slopes; and 
the second category is natural landscapes (mountains and rock deserts). The management of rock 
resources in these two categories was quite different. According to the traditional mode of 
management, rock resource in the residential area was considered as the private property, and 
villagers were allowed to exploit rocks in their private land without any prohibition. Meanwhile, 
rock resources in the natural area officially was the common property of the entire village, so 
villagers all had the responsibility to protect the rock resource there. However, aside from the 
exploitation of rock resource in private land, it appears that villagers did exploit rocks at 
surrounding natural areas which were close to their houses and their maize fields. The traditional 
management mechanism did emphasize on preventing outsiders from exploiting rock resources 
in the village's natural areas, but allowed domestic exploitation by villagers. I had a chance to 
interview an old man, who used to be the head of Lung Hoa B village for a long time and he 
admitted of the loose management of rock resources in the past, and there was almost no 
mechanism to control the spontaneous exploitation by villagers in natural areas. He said: 
"There were many big outcropping rocks at villagers' building lands and the field, 
so the exploitation of rock resources in their own land already was sufficient to meet 
their demands. However, villagers did exploit rocks in natural areas occasionally because 
they considered rocks as common property, and they all had the equal authority to 
exploit rock resources there. Noticeably, their exploitation did not have any serious 
influence on the natural landscape since the exploitation by villagers was occasional and 
in small scale only. For example, in the past, my family also used to break some big 
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rocks on a nearby mountain for making the foundation of the house and arranging a rock 
fence, but this exploitation was a long time ago. As you can see, the house and the rock 
fence still were very stable and my family probably do not need to exploit rocks for the 
next many years." 
A Hmong old man, Lung Hoa B 
As we can see, there was ambiguity and loose terms in the traditional management of 
rock resources at Lung Hoa B village in the old days. Villagers exploited rock resources 
spontaneously even in natural areas without the close control from the community. However, 
villagers more or less had a sense of management and protection towards their rock resource 
since it was a crucial resource to them. I used to raise the question to some villagers that goes 
'There was a serious problem of arable land shortage here; why did you not encourage outsiders 
to come and exploit all big rocks at their private land while this would help to clear the land and 
brought about a more certain area for cultivation'. Almost all of villagers asserted that 'rock was 
our property, so we had to protect it'.  
It can be said that, the traditional management of rock resources in the old days was a 
local community-based mechanism which was mainly established on Hmong household scale. 
Each household had the right to exploit and were supposed to take responsibility for the 
management of the rock resources at their private land as well as surrounding areas. In addition, 
due to the nature of Hmong kinship, members of a Hmong clan were concentrated into clusters; 
it is to say that the rock resource management here should also be based on kinship. Besides, 
among three Hmong clans at Lung Hoa B village, the cluster of 11 Vang clan's households was 
set at a separate area while two households of Vu clan resided right next to the main road with 
the fields right behind their house. As for the cluster of Sung clan, almost all Sung clan's 
families set their houses in the middle of the valley. The cultivated lands of Sung clan's members 
were set at other places which were a little bit far from their houses. Noticeably, even within a 
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clan, closer siblings would tend to set their lands close together. Take my host father, a Sung 
clan's member, as an example. His maize field was set right next to those of two his own 
brothers. As a result, we can see that the rock resources at Lung Hoa B was separated into 
clusters that were under the exploitation and management of clans. Clans' members shared the 
rock resources and took the responsibility to monitor and protect rock resources at their private 
land and natural surrounding areas. 
5.1.2. The contemporary mode of management 
In 2010, Dong Van Karst Plateau was designated as one official member of Global 
Geopark network by UNESCO, which was a milestone marking the great change in the karst 
plateau. A series of policies was promulgated by the government which attached the critical 
importance to the preservation of the natural landscapes of Global Geopark. The most noticeable 
policy can be put in the discussion here is the resolution No 2006/2012/QD-UBND, issued on 1st 
October, 2012 by the People's Committee of Ha Giang Province, of which some important 
clauses of the resolution are listed as follows:  
"The regulation on Management, Protection, and development of Dong Van Karst 
Plateau Global Geopark, Ha Giang province 
Clause 6. Prohibited activities 
1. Exploitation, breaking rocks, especially in areas which are rich in international and 
national geological heritages. 
… 
6. All activities which might cause harm to geological heritages and modify natural 
landscapes, which might have bad influences on Global Park such as: exploiting rocks 
for building materials, breaking rocks and stalactite in cave, burning, cutting, breaking, 
engraving, and drawing on trees, cliffs or other activities which might make changes to 




Clause 18.2. The right and responsibility of residents 
a) The production development, construction investment, mineral exploitation to be 
building materials ordinarily are necessary to follow the schedule. In case of a small exploitation 
for building civil constructions (house, water tanks) of household, the permission has to be given 
by local authorities. 
... 
Clause 19. The responsibilities of organization, individuals related to the protection, 
construction and development of Global Geopark 
The local communities are responsible for protecting and managing heritages in 
their own land"16. 
The latest policies by the government led to the significant changes in the contemporary 
mode of management of rock resources in Dong Van area in general and at Lung Hoa B village 
in particular. The management of rock resources at the village now has received a lot more 
attention from the local government than before. In the traditional mode of management, there 
was ambiguity in the terms on the role of government, whereas the contemporary mode of 
management reflects the deep involvement of local government in the resource management. 
Especially, an important geo-heritage called Moon's Surface is at the Lung Hoa B village, which 
is located right next to the main road; hence, a great deal of attention has been paid to rock 
resource management at the village by the local government. 
It is to say that almost all the exploitations of rock resource at the village now have to be 
put under the supervision of the local authorities, and they are very strict about this issue. At 
every important natural landscape at the village was set a prohibition notice of rock resource 
exploitation. Obviously, the situation of rock exploitation in natural areas which was quite 
spontaneous in the old days must cease immediately while the rock exploitation in private lands 
now is also restricted. Villagers even cannot break big rocks at their own land whenever they 
                                                          
16 Retrieved from https://thuvienphapluat.vn/van-ban/Tai-nguyen-Moi-truong/Quyet-dinh-2006-2012-QD-UBND-
Quy-che-quan-ly-bao-ve-phat-trien-Cong-vien-171578.aspx. Accessed on 15th August 2018. 
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wish like before. In accompany with the restriction of exploitation, some staff are assigned by 
the local government to regularly visit the village and directly monitor the actual situation of 
natural landscapes and timely preventing unauthorized exploitations which can cause damage to 
natural landscapes. Nevertheless, rock exploitation is a habitual practice which villagers had 
sustained for hundreds of years. As a result, there were certain inevitable contradictions between 
local authorities and local people at first. Initially, villagers took little notice of the policies of 
the government, and the concept of Global Geopark was quite unfamiliar to them; so they 
continued to exploit rocks to fulfil their requirements. It was the staff of local government and 
the head of village who made the contribution to gradually solve the problem. The staff of the 
local government was very active in propagandizing new policies to people at village. They even 
came from house to house to convince villagers to follow the policies if necessary. My host 
father is a cultural staff working at People Committee of Sa Phin commune. He often had to pay 
a visit to all 11 villages in Sa Phin commune to monitor the actual state of important natural 
landscapes as well as to propagandize about Global Geopark's values. He was very proud of his 
exceptional ability in persuading local people.He said: 
"There were some families who were so contumacious that they did not listen to others, 
even the head of their village. However, I had my own way of talking them out of breaking 
mountains for rocks anymore. I advised them that big rocks at their private land as well as on 
nearby mountains were very beautiful. They should not break rocks but leave rocks as they are so 
their house would become much more beautiful. They listened to my advice only." 
A middle-aged man, a cultural staff working at People Committee of Sa Phin commune 
Meanwhile, the head of village was an actual bridge connecting the local government 
and villagers. The head of village must have a thorough understanding of policies from the local 
government, then express in a simple and comprehensive way, so villagers could easily grasp 
the main content of policies. It was even revealed by the head of Lung Hoa B village that he and 
some other people were re-compiling the village regulation to which the clauses about the 
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protection of natural landscapes were added, and that could become a useful mean of 
propagandizing and educating villagers about values of Global Geopark. It is to say that, aside from 
the staff, local authorities indirectly controlled the rock resource management at the village through 
the village head. The head of Lung Hoa B village confirmed that: 
"In the old days, villagers broke mountains to get rocks freely, so when villagers were 
prohibited from breaking rock, they felt uncomfortable at first and did not care for policies of the 
government. At that time, I accompanied by the staff of People' Committee of Sa Phin commune 
organized a village meeting once a month to implant new policies in villagers. We even came to 
meet each household to talk and persuade them. Fortunately, villagers gradually understood and 
followed the policies. At first, there still were some illegal breaking rocks to use in construction but 
very uncommon. Nowadays, the awareness of protecting natural landscapes of villagers is raised." 
A Hmong middle-aged man, the head of Lung Hoa B village 
Noticeably, according to the regulation of UNESCO, the designation as the official 
member of Global Geopark is given to Dong Van Karst Plateau for a period of four years after 
which Dong Van Geopark is thoroughly re-evaluated during a revalidation process. If the area 
no longer meets the criteria, it will receive 'red card' and lose its status as a UNESCO Global 
Geopark. In the first revalidation process in 2014, Dong Van Karst Plateau fulfilled the criteria 
so it was given a 'green card' and continued as a Global Geopark for a further four-year period 
(2015-2018). The second revalidation was in August 2018 so before which, the propaganda of 
the Global Geopark in Dong Van area had been attached special importance in order to raise the 
awareness of protecting the geo heritages in Geopark among local people. In June 2018, I had a 
chance to come back Sa Phin commune to do fieldwork and specially took notice of the fact that 
all households had a pledge stuck on the wall, by which they committed to do 'Preserving and 
promoting values of Dong Van Karst Plateau UNESCO Global Geopark'. The pledge was issued 
by People's Committee of Sa Phin commune and distributed to every household in order to 
imprint the responsibility of preserving and managing Global Geopark's heritages into local 
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people's awareness.Some main contents of the pledge 'Preserving and promoting values of 
Dong Van Karst Plateau UNESCO Global Geopark' issued by People's Committee of Sa Phin 
commune as followings: 
"- No breaking cliffs, caves, stalactites in caves, the landscape surfaces such as high 
mountains, rock deserts, rock poles, rock forests, rugger rocks, pointed rocks, and so on. 
- Having an awareness of protecting fossil heritages, no moving rocks consisting of fossil 
heritages from the discovered position, no taking possession of fossil heritages as private property, 
no changing shape of heritages. Informing to local government when discovering fossil heritages. 
- No breaking rocks, exploiting rocks spontaneously which damage the landscape of 
Global Geopark." 
On a wider scale, People's Committee of Dong Van district organized a lot of mobile 
propaganda teams who paid visit to all villages in the district to propagandize the policies of the 
government and introduced the value of Global Geopark in three languages: Vietnamese, 
English, and Hmong. Educationally, the system of over 60 core schools in Dong Van district, 
including the Elementary and Secondary Day Boarding Ethnic Sa Phin School, designed 
specialized lessons to teach ethnic students about heritages of Dong Van Karst Plateau. In 
addition, they held many contests in which ethnic students were supposed to make presentations 
on the values of Global Geopark in English. These actions were a very practical and useful 
approach to imprint the understanding about geological heritages into the mind of local people. 
Thanks to the effort of local government, there has now been a considerable 
improvement in the awareness of villagers at Lung Hoa B village on managing rock resource. In 
their minds, rock resource was once an unbounded resource in the past has now been 
transformed to the limited and exhaustible one. As a result, villagers have developed a deeper 
sense of protection of rock resource than before. At present, villagers strictly monitor the rock 
resource and do not allow other people (even close siblings like their own brother or sister) to 
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take rocks from their private land without their permission. Villagers also keep their eyes on the 
natural landscape at their village beside watching on their private land. An old man asserted that: 
 
"Villagers are very familiar with natural landscapes at my village since we see them day 
to day. I will recognize immediately if there are any change with big rocks of the mountains 
nearby my land, then I will inform the head of the village to take timely actions." 
A Hmong old man, Lung Hoa B 
Naturally, the remarkable change that the contemporary mode of rock resource 
management has now become more well-organized than in the past is very easily seen. The 
mode of management at the village now consists of two stakeholders who are the local 
government and villagers. There is a close association between stakeholders that reinforces the 
effectiveness of resource management. Local government is supposed to have control on the 
overall process of management with the helping hands of the staff and the head of village. In the 
meanwhile, villagers might make adjustments to their practices so that they would fit in the new 
situation. Villagers have generated a thorough understanding about rock resources in the context 
of Global Geopark, then have come up with a reasonable and self-conscious way of exploitation 
and management. Local government, on the one hand, promulgated the policies that strictly 
prohibited all exploitations of rock resource in order to protect the natural landscape of the 
Geopark. On the other hand, they had a complete comprehension of the important role of rock 
resources in daily life of local people. The communities of Hmong people and other ethnic 
groups in Dong Van Karst Plateau exploited rocks for hundreds of years, and this activity has 
become an indispensable custom in their life. The very strict prohibition by local government 
could lead to the severe conflict, so local government had to loosen the regulation to some 
extents. They gave permission to local people to come further into the mountainous areas which 
are far from the main road for rock exploitation, however, only in small scale and served for 
household demands such as building rock fences or rocky fields. Such activities as detonating a 
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mine to break mountain or big exploitation that might cause serious damage to the natural 
landscape are strictly prohibited. As a result, Lung Hoa B villagers can continue utilizing rock 
resources in a sustainable and environment-friendly manner. In general, the event in which Dong 
Van Karst Plateau was entitled a Global Geopark might be considered as a disturbance having a 
big influence on the community of people at Lung Hoa B village. Fortunately, villagers manage 
to overcome the disturbance smoothly thanks to the self - adjustment within their community 
and the flexible management mechanism of local government.  
5.2. The changes of traditional ecological knowledge 
In accompany with the designation of Dong Van Karst Plateau by UNESCO in 2010 
(revalidation in 2014 and 2018), the modernization brings about many changes in the life of 
local Hmong people in this area, including changes of traditional ecological knowledge in many 
aspects. Among those changes, the restriction of exploiting rock resources impacted directly on 
the traditional ecological knowledge of local Hmong people here in many aspects since almost 
all ecological tasks turn around these important resources. At first, the rock used to be utilized as 
the main material in many constructive activities of Lung Hoa B villagers, however, at present, 
there had been a relative shortage of rock materials since villagers are prohibited to break 
mountain for collecting rocks. In order to cope with this situation, many villagers at Lung Hoa B 
now have built up a habit of hoarding rocks at their home to prepare for the future needs by 
diligently collecting small rocks that they found on the way to the field or on the mountain. 
During the time I stayed at Lung Hoa B village, I noticed when villagers came back from the 
field, they always brought back home some small rocks that they carried on the purpose, then 
collected in reserved heaps of rocks at the corner of their houses or gardens. In addition, thanks 
to the improvement of living standards and the aid from the government, there are more and 
more families who have gradually changed to buy and utilize readymade bricks and cement in 
construction to increase the quality and the endurance of architecture, instead of simply selecting 
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and arranging rocks without any agglutinative substance like the traditional method in the past. 
Readymade bricks now have replaced raw rocks to be the main material to build fences, houses 
and even graves. Villagers at Lung Hoa B often buy readymade bricks at some local quarries in 
the area with the price up to 5000 VND per small brick and 8000 VND per big brick. Some 
families even hire the grinder and cast bricks by themselves at home in order to guarantee the 
quality of bricks. A villager said: 
"We use the grinder to grind rocks into powder, then mix with water and cement. Normally, we 
can make 60 bricks with a cement sack (50kg). Some families want bigger and stronger bricks so 
they can make 50 bricks with a cement sack only." 
A Hmong middle-aged man, Lung Hoa B  
At present, the type of traditional rammed earth Hmong house surrounded by rocky 
fence has still existed at Lung Hoa B village, however, there are also more and more solid 
houses with solid fences made of readymade bricks.For example, the house of my host family 
was totally made of readymade bricks and in November 2018, they began to build a fence by 
rocks to cover their house but they did use cement in construction. When I asked my host father 
why he did not follow the traditional style, he said that: 
"We do not have time for carefully selecting and processing rocks into rocks having 
suitable size and shape then arrange rocks into the fence without any agglutinative substance like 
the traditional way. I use the cement and big rocks to build the fence. It is much faster, more 
convenient and more solid." 
A Hmong middle-aged man, Lung Hoa B 
In 2017, I witnessed a scene of a household at Lung Hoa B village who was breaking the 
rocky fence and built the new one by bricks. The host explained that: 
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"The rocky fence was arranged very long time ago. Even though it was still usable, there were 
many empty rooms appeared on the fence where snakes and mice often creeped into and built 
their nests. Because this situation was worse and worse, I had no choices but broke the rocky 
fence and made the new one by rock-powder bricks. The new fence will be much more tight and 
solid. I will utilize small rocks from the old fence to make bricks to build the new one". 
A Hmong old man, Lung Hoa B 
 
Figure 5.1. A Hmong family was breaking the old rocky fence 
(Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
Likewise, the other constructive activities like building water tanks or the grave is also 
influenced.  Many families at Lung Hoa B can build solid water tanks from bricks and cement 
that all follow the principle 'the bigger, the better'. Some well-to-do families, including my host 
family even furnished themselves with big inox cisterns aside from brick water tanks for storing 
much more water. Furthermore, using cement to improve the adhesiveness or use ready-made 




Figure 5.2. A new fence made of bricks (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2018) 
In agricultural production, especially cultivating maize as the main crop, the structure of 
crop plans in recent decades has changed with the popularization of new hybrid maize. Villagers 
at Lung Hoa B now are mainly cultivating the local maize, furthermore, they are combining to 
plant some types of new hybrid maize such as CP 898, CP 999, and so on. These new hybrid 
maize types have many advantages such as: falling resistance, short-term, and especially, much 
higher productivity than the local maize (80-100 quintals per hectare and 20-25 quintals per 
hectare respectively), that are not only quite promising to guarantee a stable source of food but 
they also can bring about an economic benefit for villagers. According to the statistics from the 
Office of Agriculture of Sa Phin commune, the entire Sa Phin commune has around 115 hectares 
of hybrid maize, Lung Hoa B village in particular has nearly 16 hectares of hybrid maize. It is 
the popularization of new types of hybrid maize that has led to the changes in techniques of 
planting. In fields cultivating hybrid maize, villagers have to plant maize in a much higher 
density than local maize's. The distance between local maize roots is around 80 cm – 1 m, 
meanwhile, the one between hybrid maize roots is around 20 cm – 40 cm. This distance is so 
close that villagers are forced to limit the ability to intercrop hybrid maize with any other 
vegetables or legumes. It means that, on the one hand, local people have to prepare for the risk 
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of reducing total farming output, on the other hand, the soil quality on fields planting hybrid 
maize has lost an important source of nitrogen and organic matter that comes from planting 
soybean. As a result, they need to use much more chemical fertilizers aside from the cattle dung. 
A villager at Lung Hoa B said: 
"My family use both animal dung and chemical fertilizer to manure the hybrid maize 
fields. However, at present we use animal dung quite limited (mainly for basal fertilizing) and 
manure chemical fertilizer mainly to ensure the good growing of maize roots". 
A Hmong middle-aged woman, Lung Hoa B 
Surprisingly, even though the hybrid maize has a high productivity, the area of planting 
types of hybrid maize in Lung Hoa B is quite modest. Villagers prefer local maize to hybrid 
maize and utilize a majority of farmable land to cultivate local maize because of many reasons. 
At first, that villagers accept to plant hybrid maize means they have to spend a big amount of 
money to buy new seeds as well as a big sum of chemical fertilizer every crop. Secondly, the 
issues of storage ability and the taste preference of hybrid maize also should be concerned as 
major reasons that local people do not like planting hybrid maize. As a villager explained that: 
"After harvesting local maize, my family often brings maize back to store in the upstairs 
in our house. We utilize the smoke coming from the kitchen to kill bacterium, insects and keep 
maize in good condition for a long time (probably two years). Meanwhile, hybrid maize usually 
decays quickly within some months. Hybrid maize cannot resist insects well because the leaves 
are not long and thick enough to cover the entire the maize cob, so it is always easy for the 
insects to get in it and to eat.  
Furthermore, we especially do not like the taste of hybrid maize. It cannot be used to 
cook 'men men' – a Hmong traditional dish since the taste is quite bitter. That is the reasons why 
the majority of households in the village have preferred local maize to hybrid maize." 
A Hmong old woman, Lung Hoa B 
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In the rocky plateau, the cow is an animal which plays an important role in agricultural 
ecological tasks because the cow is utilized as the main traction for cultivating on rocky fields. 
Local people also pay much attention to selecting breeding stock, feeding as well as training 
cows that made cows become a significant property of their households. At present, aside from 
the local cow being used as the main traction for agricultural cultivation, local people breed 
hybrid cows as a commodity for sale. According to the statistics from the head of Lung Hoa B 
village, there are 45 families in village breeding cow. The total number of cows in the village is 
102 cows, of which 31 are the hybrid race. They often buy the breeding stocks of the hybrid cow 
from Chinese sellers at border markets, fatten them, then put on for salethat brings about an 
important extra income (one mature cow is worth around 40 million VND). Some families do 
utilize the hybrid cow for cultivating on rocky field, but not so popular, because the hybrid cow 
becomes fat quickly and cannot serve for being traction for a long time. As we can see that, the 
purpose of having the breeding cows in Hmong households at Lung Hoa B village now has 
changed from the self-sufficiency purpose to commodity one.  
In addition, we have to mention changes of TEK that are resulted from the influence of 
tourism development. After 2010 with the designation of UNESCO, the Global Geopark Dong 
Van Karst Plateau had become a famous touristic destination, where attracted more and more 
tourists to visit. This event brought about many opportunities to local Hmong people at Lung 
Hoa B as well as other places by developing tourism which allows them to and earn benefits. At 
present, many ecological tasks are also utilized and transformed to develop tourism,for example, 
the planting buckwheat as the most typical one. Buckwheat is a crop plan which is actually an 
important extra agricultural outputof people in the karst plateau. Local people make cake from 
grain of buckwheat or use buckwheat to brew wine. The flower of buckwheat is very beautiful 
and it is even considered as the typical flower of Dong Van Karst Plateau. The term 'flower of 




Figure 5.3. Buckwheat (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
As a result, watching the buckwheat is a touristic attraction that draw more and more 
tourist to visit this area. At the same time, the purpose of planting buckwheat has changed from 
a mere ecological task to a touristic activity. In 2017, villagers at Lung Hoa B planted 
buckwheat on a very large field which is right next to the main road. They structured beds of 
buckwheat and if we watch from the top, the whole field had a shape of a very big five-pointed 
star. As a villager said, this star figure would attract tourists to visit the buckwheat field. Tourists 
could play there, took as many pictures as they want, then gave a small sum of money to the owner 
as entrance fee. The transformation of TEK under the influence of tourism is clearly obvious.  
5.3. The current dangers of traditional ecological knowledge 
Even though traditional ecological knowledge is crucial for the survival and development 
of local Hmong community, it does not always remain undamaged. Instead, through time, it is 
facing the danger of extinction. This danger resulted from many reasons: characteristic of TEK 
itself, the influence of modern education, and the change in the life style of Hmong community.  
At first, the characteristic of TEK is that it is often not in written form and almost all 
ecological knowledge is transmitted through generations by words of mouth.During the time 
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conducting field work at Lung Hoa B village, I did witness that Hmong adults at the village 
transmitted almost all ecological knowledge by mouths to their children about ecological 
knowledge. In most cases, the adults took their children along to the field and taught them 
ecological tasks directly via words only but not via any document. In addition, I also could not 
find any document related to TEK that was recorded by villagers at village and almost all 
information about TEK that I collected originated from my own observation or interviews with 
villagers. The lack of records can become a great weakness making TEK easy to face being lost 
since when TEK holders in the future pass away, all TEK will be gone along with them. 
Furthermore, the formal education at modern school isunfortunatelyone reason for the 
loss of TEK. Nowadays, Hmong kids of all ages at Lung Hoa B can attend school from 
kindergarten grade to higher education ones. In general, kids all spend the majority of time 
during the day studying at school. On every weekday, they leave their house very early at 
6:30am, go to school then stay there for nearly whole daytime, and only come home at 5:00pm. 
It is the formal education that reduces the time for Hmong kids to access and learn traditional 
ecological knowledge from their parents at home. In addition, the formal curriculum at school 
only focuses on teaching kids modern natural and social sciences subjects such as math, 
literature, English, biology, physics, and so on, but it absolutely does not include traditional 
ecological knowledge. This is an important reason that leads to the extinction of TEK in 
contemporary period because the knowledge transmission is always the most significant in the 
preservation of TEK in every community. On the one hand, the young has very little of 
opportunities to access and study TEK, on the other hand, this situation can somewhat result in 
the little appreciation of young generations on the TEK.  
In accompany with two causes, the change in the thought of local people has also 
accounted for the loss of TEK. My host family can be a typical example proving this change 
which also can be seen at many Hmong families at Lung Hoa B village, especially who had a 
good background of education and wealth. The two children of my host family do not need to 
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undertake any ecological tasks even simple ones like weeding or hoeing the field that other 
Hmong kids at the village generally learn. Instead of integrating into ecological tasks early, they 
are encouraged by their parents to focus on studying only. My host mother believes that the 
study of two kids at school is very hard already, furthermore, they also have many homework to 
do at home, so my host mother does not want her kids to waste time for housework or other 
ecological tasks. In addition, they want to ensure the future of their children by trying to build up 
a good educational background so that they will be able to find a better job in cities afterwards.  
The opportunities of studying TEK are not only reduced because of the formal education 
but they are also restricted by the modern lifestyle, especially modern forms of entertainment. 
Children at Lung Hoa B village now spend the majority of time studying at school, when they 
come back home and have free time, they are also attracted by the modern forms of 
entertainment such as watching movies on television, playing games on smart phone or surfing 
internet on computer. For this reason, these two kids of my host family do not know much about 
TEK since they often approach modern knowledge and information more than TEK. They even 
do not have time or they prefer new forms of entertainment to traditional ecological games with 
other children in the village. I visited the village in the summer holiday 2017 and I was quite 
surprised that these two kids hardly went somewhere to play with their friends. They primarily 
played a networked smartphone or watched movies on television. Their parents had to admit that:  
"These two kids often hung around at home all day, rarely went out somewhere. A 
television and a smartphone were enough to keep them at home all day." 
A Hmong middle-aged couple, Lung Hoa B 
Obviously, the modern lifestyle has a considerable influence on the existence of TEK 
since it is one of the main factors that degrades traditional ecological knowledge at present.   
And so, it can be said that the TEK in minds of many villagers now more or less is linked 
to the hard life and backwardness, so they expect their children can escape from such pessimistic 
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future. Many villagers want their children to not follow the hard job of planting maize, and can 
study properly, after that find a good job and build up a better life in big cities. Obviously, the 
role of TEK has gradually been underestimated by TEK holders themselves. Thus, the sustaining 
and preserving TEK among Hmong people at Lung Hoa B are very difficult since TEK holders 
themselves see no need to learn this backward knowledge as TEK anymore. Some families in 
the village have gradually changed from doing traditional ecological tasks only to different jobs. 
There are four household combine planting maize with opening grocery shops and restaurants. 
The main source of income of these four households now comes from running business at shops 
and restaurants. Even though they keep planting maize and breeding every year, these tasks are 
at an indifferent level. In addition, there are four households who sometimes come to 'Moon's 
surface' to sell fruits, food and drink to tourists. This number is expected to increase in recent 
future. As for these households, their main subsistence still is planting maize and animal 
breeding. In harvest time, they only spend two weekend days (Saturday and Sunday) to open 
shops at 'Moon's surface', but in leisure time after harvest time, they come to sell all week long. 
This task even has gradually become the main subsistence of their family. Especially, there are 
two households at Lung Hoa B village officially vacated their land, stopped planting maize and 
breeding. They often illegally cross the Vietnamese - Chinese border to do agricultural labors 
such as carrying banana or weeding at Chinese farmsin China that bring about a very high 
income. After a time working at Chinese farms, these two households came back the village and 
built very big houses thanks to the high income from paid works. These two families somewhat 
stimulated other villagers and some villagers even wanted to follow them to stop planting maize 
and go to work for farms in China. In leisure time after maize harvesting, the majority of young 
villagers at Lung Hoa B often leave the village to go to city, district center, or Chinese farms for 
finding hired labors. 
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Briefly, to conclude this chapter, TEK is facing a considerable transformation in many aspects 
since the designation by UNESCO in 2010. The changes and the danger of loss of TEK is not a far 






DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The traditional ecological knowledge of Hmong people in Dong Van Karst Plateau 
includes sets of empirical knowledge and information about the living environment that are 
generated and accumulated by long-term factual observations and the trial-and-error 
experimentation. Moreover, it has been continuously reinforced by accounts of TEK holders. 
There is much ecological knowledge and information that is personal knowledge originally, and 
then is enriched and validated through social interactions.  
Hmong people in the karst plateau possessed a distinct system of classification of many 
popular rocks in their living area. It can be said that, their own way of recognition, naming, and 
classification primarily is based on visual observations (mainly colors of rocks) with red rocks, 
white rocks, blue rocks, and so on. The other characteristics of rock types such as the hardness, 
weight, process ability, the suitability for specific needs are also perceived through the utilizing 
rocks into practical activities. It is the working on rock for a long time that enables they can 
summarize the detailed understandings about many types of the rock through their own practical 
experience. Some other knowledge as the experience of farming inside rocky pockets or near big 
rocks, big cliffs and rocky vaults also originated from the factual observation. As Hmong elders 
in Dong Van district told that, in the old days, they observed the growing of maize trees at flat 
lands and inside rock niches, and they realized that maize tree planted at flat lands would be 
easier to be withered and dead than ones planted inside rock niches. As a result, they generated 
the experience of planting maize, vegetables and beans inside rocky niches that had been 
sustained until now.  
Aside from factual observation, TEK could be also generated in the accumulation of 
facts through trial and error experimentation. The custom of using rock to arrange the fence of 
Hmong house can be one example. As a Hmong man at Lung Hoa B said, at first Hmong 
ancestors used such materials as wood or bamboo to make the fence. However, the soil layer in 
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the surface of karst plateau was quite thin so that it was hard to drove stakes deeply into the 
ground to ensure the firmness of the fence. Cattle often broke the fence and, in addition, wood or 
bamboo was not durable enough and easily became rotten. As a result, they changed to using 
rocks to make fences which were much more firm, more durable and very effective for 
preventing thieves and keeping cattle inside. Another example is the experimentation of Hmong 
blacksmiths in Ta Lung commune, Dong Van district about the effectiveness of lowland plowshare 
in comparison with Hmong plowshare in cultivating on rocky field. It can be said that Hmong 
blacksmiths already conducted many experimentations in order to come up with the current Hmong 
plowshare. An old blacksmith said: 
"The lowland plowshare named 'the plowshare 34' which was more curved than Hmong 
one and made in iron. When we used lowland plowshare to plough rocky field, soil often stuck to 
the plowshare and it was broken easily when it met underground rocks. Hmong iron-cast 
plowshare obviously was better" 
An old Hmong blacksmith, Dong Van 
The present structure of Hmong crop plants in Dong Van area is also the result of the 
long-term process of trial-and-error experimentation. Living in the karst plateau in which always 
is shortage of water, therefore, they have to consider about the natural conditions and they 
probably went through many experimentations in order to come up with a set of plants such as 
maize, pumpkin, soybean, and so on, which are drought-resistant and can grow in exhausted 
fields here. The process did happen and had continued up to this time. A middle-aged woman at 
Lung hoa B told me that: 
"Local maize is the main crop plant here. Some years ago, the local government 
introduced and encouraged local people to cultivate some new varieties of hybrid maizes which 
had a high productivity instead of the local maize. At first, villagers received the seed of hybrid 
maizes from local government, then tried to plants at some fields. However, after experimental 
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planting hybrid maizes for some crops only, they returned to plant local maize as before. Even 
though hybrid maizes were high in productivity, it was difficult to preserve hybrid maizes for a 
long time due to their susceptibility to spoilage during storage not to mention the flavor of hybrid 
maizes were not delicious as of local maize. Hybrid maizes were not appropriate to plant here. 
Likewise, we tried to plant some varieties of fruits or vegetables in this area but there were 
unsuccessful. For example, we tried to cultivate sweet potato buds but its flavor was not good 
even though it grew very well with big leaves. Banana also could not be planted here because its 
flavor was very sour. On the other hand, the outcome of trying to plant elephant grass was totally 
different. Local government introduced and supported us to plant elephant grass. This type of 
grass was very suitable to this area. It could grow very well, and now it had become an important 
source of foodstuff for cattle and firewood in winter.  
A middle-aged woman, Lung Hoa B 
Generally speaking, traditional ecological knowledge enables Hmong people to adapt 
quite harmoniously to the karst environment. However, the TEK is not infallible and has its own 
problems. At first, the rock resource is very necessary for the Hmong and the activity of 
exploiting rock has become a traditional custom of Hmong people here. Over hundreds of years, 
they have ceaselessly exploited the rock resources to satisfy their needs. Rocky fences, rocky 
graves, rocky banks at maize fields, and so on, all were built from the rock materials exploited 
from rocky mountains. However, the rock resource is a non-renewable resource so that this 
custom has gradually damaged the natural landscape of karst plateau. Especially, in the old days, 
the situation of exploiting rocks was very spontaneous and uncontrolled. Local Hmong people 
with the thought that the rock resource was so abundant that it seemed to be unbounded, in 
accompany with the traditional management mechanism allowed local people can freely access 
to the resource, that all, obviously, had seriously broken the natural landscape. In addition, many 
ecological practices of local people seem to be harmless at first, actually can have serious 
influences on the karst environment. Karst plateau is particularly prone to soil erosion because 
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of shallow, erodible soils on surface (Beynen 2011:110), so that the practice of chopping down 
trees on mountains for firewood, regular clearing land for cultivation has gradually made the 
vegetation cover on karst surface become thinner and thinner that results in the erosion. 
Moreover, they have a custom of the making maximum use of farmable lands due to the 
shortage of lands can be considered as an overuse of soil to some extents that also can cause the 
erosion. Another issue is that karst plateau is quite susceptible to groundwater pollution because 
the layer of soil on surface of karts plateau which plays the role as a natural filter layer often is 
not thick enough, not to mention the natural cracks, swallow holes, and sinkholes enable surface 
water directly link to groundwater. As a result, such activities as rotting manure, fertilizing, 
human wastes, etc. can easily contaminate the groundwater. 
Another problem of TEK is the custom of letting Hmong children have to integrate into 
ecological tasks very early. As I introduced in the section 4.1, when Hmong children are at the 
stages of 5-10 years old, they start to undertake such easy ecological tasks as clearing fields, 
weeding, hoeing, etc. and when they are at the period of 10-15 years old, they even have to 
conduct hard ecological task such as ploughing field, arranging rocks. The fact that Hmong 
children have to work when they are still young has many bad influences on their mental and 
physical development. 
Traditional ecological knowledge closely associates with the long history and culture of 
Hmong group. In accompany with the generation of TEK, there are many special social 
mechanisms such as mechanism for knowledge transmission, mechanism for cultural 
internalization, and worldviews and cultural values, were established in order to sustain and 
preserve TEK. Among these mechanisms, knowledge transmission is the most important from 
my point of view, since this mechanism ensures that TEK can be passed from the generation to 
the next. Mechanisms of cultural internalization makes people remember TEK which is 
crystalized and transformed to ecological signal bearing sacred colors, and through regular 
practice of these rituals and traditions, TEK can be embedded into Hmong mind. Finally, 
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worldview contributes to the establishment of respectful relationship between human and natural 
environment. It gives human beings special responsibilities to the land where they are embedded 
in. The socio-ecological linkage here maintains and contributes to the sustainable development 
of the traditional ecological knowledge.  
Traditional ecological knowledge is the way of Hmong life and closely links to social 
history of Hmong people. TEK undoubtedly is considered as a cultural identity of Hmong 
people, as a result, and TEK becomes a cultural resource by which they not only can survive but 
also can 'bloom'. From my point of view, tourism is the most effective method to utilize TEK as 
a cultural resource. Dong Van Karst Plateau is rich in touristic potentials. Especially, Dong Van 
area has a great advantage in comparison to other areas in the Northern regions of Vietnam is 
that, this area was designated to be an official member of Global Geopark Network by UNESCO 
in 2010. In addition, in the first revalidation process in 2014 and the second one in 2018, Dong 
Van Karst Plateau all satisfied the criteria of UNESCO so it was given a 'green card' and 
continued as a Global Geopark for a further four-year period (2019-2022). As a result, Dong 
Van Karst Plateau Global Geopark has become a very famous touristic destination which 
attracted much more and more tourists to visit. In accompany with beautiful natural landscape, 
ethnic cultures are also a significant touristic attraction, that are advantage to develop cultural 
tourism by which local people can utilize well TEK. However, there is a fact that the utilization 
of TEK among local Hmong communities is quite poor that is not appropriate to its potential. As 
for Lung Hoa B village, after 8 years since 2010 when Dong Van Karst Plateau was designated 
up to this time, this utilization has been nearly zero even though the village is rich in touristic 
potentials. Lung Hoa B locates right next to the main road, near the center of Sa Phin commune 
where has the palace of Hmong Lord, and especially, the village has a geological heritage named 
Moon's surface. Regardless of the historical event of this area, villagers have lived their own life 
like as before and slowly transformed. The influence or more precise, benefit from the 
designation of Global Geopark is not so clear. At present, there are only few villagers who 
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sometimes come to 'Moon's surface' to sell fruits, food and drink to tourists at weekends. One 
grocery shop at the village open a rest stop to attract tourists to drop in. Furthermore, there is 
only one restaurant serving tourists with Hmong traditional foods. This poor development of 
tourism here has many reasons but in my opinion, the biggest problem here is that, local people 
do not know the way to utilize their own cultural capital. In other words, they do not have a 
strategy for tourism development. In the future, the model of 'ethnic cultural tourist community 
village' can be the key to solve the problem of Lung Hoa B village. In recent years, this model 
has been developed at many other places in four districts of Dong Van Karst Plateau and proved 
its effectiveness. Such successful cases as Buc Ban village of Tay people in Yen Minh district, 
Lung Cam village of Hmong people in Dong Van district, Pa vi village of Hmong people in Meo 
Vac district, Tat Nga village of Giay group and Hmong group in Meo Vac district, and so on can 
serve as valuable models for Lung Hoa B village. On the one hand, the poor of cultural resource 
utilization is a wasteful and proves the slow transformation in socio-economic situation of 
Hmong people in Dong Van Global Geopark. On the other hand, this state, from my point of 
view, can be an advantage of Dong Van area since local government has the opportunity to learn 
from experience of other places where tourism already developed and build up a sustainable 
tourismdevelopment strategy for this area.  
Let's take Sapa town in Lao Cai province which is the neighbor province of Ha Giang 
province as an example. Ha Giang province and Lao Cai province all locate in the Northern 
mountainous region of Vietnam in which there are many ethnic group co-reside. So both places 
have the equal potentials in terms of cultural tourism. However, the situation of tourism 
development in Sapa area, Lao Cai province is much more developed than Dong Van area, Ha 
Giang province. Lao Cai province has a history of over 100 years of tourism development, 
therefore, the utilization of ethnic cultural resources to promote tourism in this area has 
prospered with diverse tourism services. However, this area also goes through the problem that 
there are more and more lowland people who have come and strongly competed with local 
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ethnic people in doing tourism. With a better financial basis and business strategy, they utilize 
ethnic cultural resources much more successful and earn more benefits than ethnic people do. It 
is lowland people who have gradually overwhelmed ethnic people in utilizing ethnic cultural 
resources for doing tourism. This fact is a necessary lesson for Dong Van Karst Plateau, Ha Giang 
province in developing tourism based on ethnic cultural resource. Ethnic tourism in Ha Giang 
province nearly just begins to prosper in recent years, this area has chance to plan the suitable 
strategy for making use of cultural resource of local ethnic groups in a sustainable manner.  
Traditional ecological knowledge is very meaningful to local communities in many 
aspects and to ignore TEK is almost to ensure failure in development (Brokensha et al., 1980). T' 
Seleie (1975) used the metaphor of water to talk about what TEK means to the people: 
"It has been flowing before any of us can remember. We take our strength and our 
wisdom and our ways from the flow and direction that has been established for us by our 
ancestors we never knew, ancestors of a thousand years ago. Their wisdom flows through us to 
our children and our grandchildren to generations we will never know. We will live out our lives 
as we must and we will die in peace because we will know that our people and this river will 
flow on after us". 
(T' Seleie 1975: 16-17) 
When we apply this metaphor to the case of traditional ecological knowledge in this 
study, it can be seen that, TEK is the source of the highly specific and detailed knowledge that 
local people require in order to survive in rocky environment. It enables them to interpret 
ecological signals from natural environment appropriately, then they can respond by strategies 
that ensure the sustainable use of the rock resource. This survival has a physical basis (TEK for 
substance), spiritual (TEK defines the role of human being in the world) and emotional 
(providing strength and resilience) aspects (adapted from McGregor 2004). 
Especially, traditional ecological knowledge has a strong potential to contribute to more 
effective and sustainable management of the natural resource with the model of local 
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community-based management. At present, the mechanism of managing rock resource in Lung 
Hoa B village is the combination between local government and local community. On the one 
hand, local government keeps close control of the rock resource, on the other hand, they use as 
much local-level management as possible by handing over certain authority to Hmong 
community by which local people can access and manage the natural resource in a self-
disciplined manner.  
Finally, yet important, even though traditional ecological knowledge is crucial for the 
survival and development of local Hmong community, it does not always remain undamaged 
through time not to mention that it is facing the danger of extinction. The danger of being loss of 
TEK is not a far perspective but it has happened among Hmong communities to some extents 
since it is the inevitable development tendency. However, TEK encompasses crystallized 
cultural values that relate closely to cultural traditions and identity. That TEK can go to the 
grave along with the last holders without having been taught to a new generation who is willing 
and able to appreciate TEK's value, means that future generations may have lost cultural identity 
or the contact with their own traditions. Due to its role as the key for the sustainable 
development and as a Hmong cultural identity, paying the attention to preserve TEK is an urgent 
task. In order to solve the weakness of lacking of TEK records, it is necessary to collect and 
build up a collection of written TEK of Hmong people in Dong Van Karst Plateau which my 
research hopefully can be a contribution. Only by this work, can we organize TEK, and 
especially make it usable and accessible to Hmong community as well as others. In addition, the 
task of propaganda also should be promoted by which local government makes local Hmong 
people realize the value of TEK as well as acknowledge the importance of TEK preservation. 
They must first and foremost control their own knowledge. Nevertheless, that simply collecting 
and documenting TEK is somehow counter-productive; therefore, social mechanisms that 
support TEK also should be in the concern because the socio-ecological linkage between TEK 
and social factors is the corner-stone leading to the sustainable preservation. I believe that TEK 
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deserves to have a rightful place alongside scientific knowledge. The holders of TEK should 
cooperate with modern scientists to preserve and connect both bodies of knowledge as means to 
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Tsưr jo The head of village 
Đaz poz jêz The ghost of rock 
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Maize field in valley (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2018) 
 
Maize field on the hill (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2018) 
 




A meal of Hmong people at Lung Hoa B village (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2018) 
 
Music performance at Vuong family's palace (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2018) 
 




Putting clothes on rock fence to air (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2018) 
 
The pledge 'Preserving and promoting values of Dong Van Karst Plateau UNESCO Global 





Planting vegetable inside rock-niche (Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2016) 
 
Intercropping maize, bean, and edible canna(Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2018) 
 




Intercropping maize with mustard greens(Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2018) 
 
Elephant grass(Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
  
Hmong kids follow their mothers to the 
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Hmong kids play with rocks(Source: Nguyen Ngoc Minh 2017) 
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